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Walks in the Black Range
In the southwest of the United States a trail is a way of
getting from one point to another, it is not necessarily a
path, a road, a track… it is a way. It may be a formal trail, it
may be a ridgeline, it may be a wash, it may be an old road,
it may be a line of sight. Some version of all of these trail
types are found in this volume.
This is a project of the Black Range Website,
www.blackrange.org. The website, its magazine, The Black
Range Naturalist, and Flora+ of the Black Range are all
intended to be community efforts. If you would like to
provide a trail write-up for a future edition please do so contact Bob Barnes at rabarnes@blackrange.org.
This is electronic media, it is not available in hard copy, you
can not buy it. It is free. If you have a copy, please forward
it to anyone who might like to have it. The Black Range
website does not accept advertisements nor does it accept
monetary donations. It is “not-for-revenue”. It is about
sharing knowledge. This publication is available as a .pdf
on the Black Range Website or in magazine format at our
bookcase.
This publication is offered to you under a Creative
Commons non-commercial license, you are free to use it for
whatever non-commercial use you wish (except that the
copyrights of trail descriptions submitted by anyone other
than Bob Barnes are retained by the submitter). Copyright
will be aggressively enforced and penalties exercised in the
case of any unauthorized commercial use.
All descriptions of trails are accurate as of the time they are
written. But the Black Range is a rugged place and changes
to the trails can happen quickly. Therefore, when you walk
one of these trails it may not be like the one described here.
As noted above, the Black Range is a rugged place, it is a
place where you can get hurt and it can be a long time (most
trail distances are not long in the Black Range - but it can
take a while to get from “A” to “B”) before you get help, so
be careful. The Black Range has its share of potentially
dangerous critters, other than an occasional snake bite, I
have never heard of that potentiality being realized - be
warned, but most of all be happy.
Recognition should be given to the Southern New Mexico
Explorer blog of Devon Fletcher, which is not affiliated with
the Black Range Website. His blog is the best source of
information on the trails of Southern New Mexico. He has
kindly provided trail descriptions for use in this volume.
Unattributed work is by Bob Barnes.

The Trails
1.

Continental Divide Trail at Kline Mountain
As described, this walk is 6.8 miles round-trip and is
an out and back walk along the Continental Divide
Trail south of NM-59, west of Poverty Flat.

2.

Taylor Creek/Whitewater Canyon
The Turkey Creek and Whitewater Canyon walks start
near Wall Lake and lead into an area which has been
favored by plant collectors for decades.

3.

Turkey Run/Diamond Creek - Forest Trails 42
& 40
An interesting assortment of hiking options are
accessed from the area of this trailhead.

4.

Upper Black Canyon - Forest Trail 72
Providing access off of the North Star Road, into the
Wilderness, starting relatively flat along the stream
and then climbing into the mountains to the east.

5.

Circle Seven Creek Trail - Forest Trail 106
At roughly 18 miles south of Winston (traveling on FR
157), the junction with FR 730 is reached. Travel west
until you decide to walk.

6.

North Palomas
Also reached via FR-157 south from Winston this walk
offers an interesting Box and share formations. It can
be hot and dry.

7.

South Palomas
Starting near the old mining town of Hermosa there
are many walks which can be accessed in this area,
including the one described here.

8.

North Seco Box
Access is from Chloride, travel south to Davis Well and
then west up Seco Creek.

9.

McKnight Cabin to McKnight Mountain Summit
Access from NM-35 via McKnight Cabin Road.
Described trail is 2 miles round-trip, along the crest of
the Black Range. Access Mimbres Lake from the
McKnight Cabin trailhead.
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10. Hillsboro Peak Bypass
This trail is about 1.3 miles long, connecting sections of
Trail 79 on either side of Hillsboro Peak. This description
continues the walk on Trail 79 to Holden Prong Saddle

(for a total distance of about four miles). It is basically
level but in January 2018 there was a substantial amount
of blowdown.

11. Hillsboro Lake
Hillsboro Lake is about 3.65 miles from the Emory
Pass Overlook. From the Overlook walk north on the
Black Range Crest Trail for 3.6 miles, to the saddle just
south of Hillsboro Peak. Turn east and go down a
steep slope for about 100 yards.

12. Hillsboro Peak
This trail starts at the overlook at Emory Pass and
proceeds north as trail 79 to Hillsboro Peak.

13. East Railroad Canyon
This walk starts at NM-152 continues up Railroad
Canyon to the junction of the Railroad Canyon Trail
and the East Railroad Canyon, a distance of about 2.2
miles. Continuing up East Railroad Canyon it reaches
the Hillsboro Peak Bypass at about 5 miles from the
highway.

14. Railroad Canyon Campground to Holden Prong
Saddle
Begins at the Railroad Canyon Campground and
follows the Gallinas Canyon Trail (trail 129) upstream
to the beginning of Railroad Canyon Trail (trail 128).
Trail 128 meets the Black Range Crest Trail (trail 79) at
the Holden Prong Saddle. A round-trip of just over
nine miles.

15. Forest Trail 796 - Kingston Cemetery to Emory
Pass
This trail may be walked as a one-way, with a car
shuttle, or roundtrip. One end is near the cemetery at
Kingston, just north of NM-152. The other end is at
the vista overlook at Emory Pass.

16. Dry Creek (Kingston)
Access from the western edge of Kingston.

17. Middle Percha Loop
This is a loop walk up the Middle Percha west of
Kingston. A nice “soft” trail for a walk through the
woods (soft, because the ground is soft).

18. Ladrone Trail
A walk up the Middle Percha to a steep trail which
does not really exist anymore. A nice work-out.

19. Picket Spring and Kingston to Goat Ranch
Newly improved, the Goat Ranch trail is of some
historical interest. 2.6 miles RT. The Picket Spring

“trail” is a walk down an overgrown wash to two
springs. Both share the same trailhead and the initial
part of the route is the same for both.

20. Sawpit Canyon and Goat Ranch Spring
Walk up a stream canyon at the old Goat Ranch on
Forest Road 157.

21. Carbonate Creek
Walk from North Percha Road west up the stream to
an old cabin.

22. Mineral Creek Trail, Spring, and Waterfall
This trail description starts at Forest Service Road 157
and continues for 1.8 miles to the west up Mineral
Creek.

23. North Percha
A classic walk up the North Percha. Trail issues at
times but beautiful scenery, glyphs, and high cliffs.

24. Bald Hill Spring
North of North Percha Creek. A mix of old mining
road and uphill scramble.

25. Dumm Canyon
East of Bald Hill - Some creek bottom walking through
beautiful country.

26. Cave Creek to East Curtis Canyon or Las
Animas Creek (FT 307 & 117)
A seldom walked trail with (perhaps) a bit of
bushwhacking into country of high waterfalls and slot
canyons.

27. Noonday Canyon
Access from NM-152, west of Lower Gallinas
Campground.

28. Rabb Canyon Box
Access from NM-152, west of Lower Gallinas
Campground.

29. Rabb Park
This trail starts at the same trailhead as the previous
walk but heads more directly north into Rabb Park, an
open area with access to several small streams.
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1. Continental Divide Trail at Kline
Mountain
On February 3, 2018 we hiked a short section of the
Continental Divide Trail in the northern part of the Black
Range. The trail head is on the south side of NM-59, west of
Poverty Flat. Kline Mountain is the prominent feature along
the trail at this point. Our walk on this day was time-limited,
it is more than two hours from our home in Hillsboro to the
trail head. In former times we might not have considered
that significant but now, when we can take a five minute
drive from our home and walk all day without seeing
anyone, we do. Even though it was a drive, we took our
time, enjoying the lovely scenery along NM-52 and NM-59 after a leisurely breakfast at Carmen’s in Truth or
Consequences.
We have walked this section of trail several times in the past
and because of that were able to assess how this area is
recovering from the fires of the recent past - and it is
recovering very well. In the past we have seen Elk, Abert’s
Squirrel, and Grace’s Warbler along this section. Today
there was little of that (although the Bluebirds, both
Mountain and Western, were in their usual flocks along
NM-52 and NM-59). There were a few small patches of
snow along parts of the trail. The trail is obvious, with large
cairns and Continental Divide markers for those who might
stray. The trail base is mostly needle duff at the northern
end, quickly changing to rocks, back and forth between the
two as you walk along.
This walk is “out and back", we started the track recording
at the southern end of our walk. Therefore, the elevation
profile for the trail starts at the southern end of the trail (left
side of profile) and proceeds to the trailhead (right side of
the profile) - why is it “backward” - operator error.
This walk was 6.8 miles long (3.4 each way), with a climb
from 7,669’ to 8,347’ as you head south. The gross
elevation gain is something over 600 feet in the course of

3.4 miles, and the grade is fairly constant - so easy. The
indicated waypoint (yellow dot) indicates the location of a
fire road which is not on the map. The walk took us about
two hours and 15 minutes.

2. Taylor Creek/Whitewater
Canyon - Contributed by Devon Fletcher
I've been wanting to see Taylor Creek/Whitewater Canyon
for many years. Once, back in '04 I think, we drove over to
Wall Lake (which is fed by Taylor and Hoyt Creeks). There
was a chain link fence keeping people out of an area that
had once been used for camping. I guess by that time the
lease agreement, allowing people to fish and camp there,
between New Mexico Game and Fish and the property
owner was no longer in effect. I remember the lake being
very shallow and climbing down to Taylor Creek below the
dam where there were thousands of huge tadpoles in the
water. We drove past the area heading home from camping
at Black Canyon on another trip.
The hike described here was in October of 2020. The
private property around Wall Lake is still private and has
new owners who run a guest ranch that features horse
riding trips into the Gila National Forest with one of the
premier destinations being Taylor Creek. It seemed unlikely
that they were giving people access on the road through the
property (they aren’t), so I devised a route that would
bypass the private property and get to the canyon bottom
entirely on Gila
National Forest
land.

I didn't feel like it was going at all well with the first side
canyon being way too rugged to descend, but we stuck
with it and found a cow path (and some cows) that took us
around the upper end of that drainage and then back onto a
second hill where we soon were looking down into a
second side canyon. This one, I knew contained some old
mining prospects and a road (!), that had serviced them, that
went all the way down to Taylor Creek, intersecting it at a
point beyond the private property boundary. Once we
caught sight of the old mining adits we headed downhill. It
was a steep pitch for sure, and rocky to boot, through
patches of brown grass between the conifers, but we made
it down to the road and then it was easy walking to the
creek. I was a little uneasy when we had to pass through an
open gate in a fence line, even though I knew, using 4
different maps and my On-X app that we were at least 1000
feet away from the property line. Before reaching the
bottom we could see a tall precarious looking wall built into
a cave with some pine timbers lodged in the opening above
it. At the bottom, I saw a man walking off to the west.
There a were old corrals and cabin nearby too. None of
which helped my anxiety. Even though I knew I was on the
Gila NF, I was not looking for any confrontation and so I was
happy to get moving to the east and leave this part of the
hike behind.
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maps). After
worth to get
crossing the mesa
across. Several
top, we got to a deep U-shaped curve in the gray gravel
times as we continued, though, they found themselves
road part way down the descent to the valley where there
performing a short swim.
was enough room for parking and we set out on foot onto
Huge cottonwoods, plus the occasional ash, willow, and box
the piñon and juniper covered mesa. In retrospect this
elder provided the glowing yellows, while five leaf ivy vines
wasn’t the best place to start as there is ample parking just a
winding around trunks burned a vivid red. Oaks, with their
short way back on the mesa top, which I would recommend.
At a high point with a clearing, we could look down into the
canyon.

Taylor Creek

orange and gold leaves beginning to take to the air, were
here and there along banks, hidden in cool recesses against
the cliffs. Early on, a large alcove/cave appeared in a vast
cliff of crumbling conglomerate on the north side, the first
of many recesses we
spied. Some had still
standing walls built inside
them, others didn't.
It was warm as we
moseyed on, but the hike
was mostly in shade past
the initial long meadows.
The trail was easy to
follow, and there were a
few alternate routes that
provided variety on the
return walk. We looked
up to rock towers high,
high above the tallest
pines, and looked down to
the dusty ground for any
artifacts left from the time
of the ancient peoples
who surely utilized this
valley.
After going around
several bends in the 700
foot deep canyon, we
noticed the once babbling
stream had become a

shallow, wider slough where the water's movement was
shallow, wider slough where the water's movement was
barely perceptible.

Early in the morning we had seen a bull elk crossing the FR
150 on our drive over. In the canyon of Taylor Creek in the
heat of the day, there were only jays, juncos and
woodpeckers to liven up the scene. On the ground
however was evidence that this is a lively place at other
times. Tracks and scat of elk, deer, bear, plus fox and coyote
were all visible.
This place is most definitely worth the trouble it took to get
to it. If you are not inclined toward the trail-less scramble
we used to get to the trail in the creek bottom, you can
always ask the property owners for permission to pass
through, the worst that will happen is they will say no, or if
you like to ride horses, staying with them for few nights is
an option too.
Taylor Creek can be accessed more easily much further
upstream from FR 226, but from that starting point it would
be too long for a day hike to reach the deepest and prettiest
part of the canyon (and the permanent part of the stream).
The un-maintained FR 696 parallels (sort of) the canyon
along the mesa on the north side. Accessing the creek
bottom from some point along this road is feasible, but
would surely be an adventure similar to the one we had
getting there.
Additional photos from this walk are shown on the next
page.

Farther on from there, the water disappeared altogether,
replaced by bleached cobbles. The riparian species were no
more as well, and we found ourselves in a more typical hot
and dry Gila woodland dominated by desert junipers. We
turned around.
On the return we met trail riding excursion from the guest
ranch, whose horses got a bit spooked by our little group.
The wrangler was sure enough surprised to see anyone in
this canyon. He may have had his doubts as to how we
accessed the canyon, even as I explained, but remained
diplomatic, perhaps knowing that there was little to say
given that we were all on public land at the moment.
We rested in the shade of a cliff and some oaks and ate our
bars. We wet our shirts and I, my cap, and filled water
bottles from the stream for our dogs, all in preparation for
the long hot climb back to the mesa top. We made frequent
stops in the meager shade of scrub oaks, piñons and
junipers as we went up and up.
Overshooting our original trajectory by using the road too
long, we corrected and found ourselves back on the cow
path that had originally assisted us. We found the cows too,
for which I am grateful, as running into them put a quick
halt, to a jackrabbit pursuit by the Scotties that had briefly
put us in a panic. Back at the 4Runner everything was good.

3. Turkey Run/Diamond Creek Forest Trails 42 & 40
Contributed by Devon Fletcher
In mid-July, quite a few years ago, we headed out for Turkey
Run, a small, remote creek that forms the northeast border
of the Aldo Leopold Wilderness. It was, and of course still
is, a long drive from Las Cruces. NM-59 is winding, but
paved. Once we got of NM-59 at the Lookout Mountain
turn-off, the last ten or so miles of our drive was on
increasingly lower standard roads (FR 226, FR 500).
Eventually we found a suitable spot to set up camp not too
far from Turkey Run Well. In the morning I saw elk along the
road. One evening we saw a mama bear and 2 cubs
scamper up a nearby hillside. We hiked up the road with
our dogs to the springs that are the headwaters of Turkey
Run. At the dead end of the Turkey Run Road, we found
there is ample room for parking and camping. This is also
the trailhead for FT 42 which goes up along a piney side
creek to the south. It tops out on ridge a few a hundred feet
above Diamond Creek. After passing a usually dry waterfall,
the trail zig-zags steeply beneath skinny hoodoos of
volcanic rock down to the stream. Two consecutive days we
did this short (.75 miles) hike down to tiny Diamond Creek,
venturing downstream one day and upstream another on
little used FT 40. The creek, beneath firs and pines, with
willows crowding its banks, was low. Monsoon rains had
yet to swell it to a more pleasing flow. The canyon is very
narrow in these uppermost reaches, however, and it can rise
very rapidly with a single storm. We relaxed creek side one
afternoon, and I fed black flies to the hungry Gila Trout in
the shallow pools. Be aware there is still no fishing in this
stream, as it protects one of the five recognized pure relict
populations of this rare fish.
Since this is wilderness, I don’t think much has changed
here, except that the Forest Service has done some trail
work on the uppermost reaches of FT 40, which had almost
disappeared completely. The roads leading to the trailhead
may be a different story. A friend who visited the area back
in the Spring of 2016 reported he had to push fallen trees
off of FR 500 with his Jeep. Fire, which has altered so much
of the Aldo Leopold Wilderness and the Black Range in the
22 years I’ve been coming to the Gila, has not affected this
area in recent years.
It was a good trip back then, but because this area is so
remote, and requires such a substantial commitment of
time, I have not been back in the intervening years. Of
course, if they were ever to open up Main Diamond to
fishing, I’d probably be out there in a flash. Think of this
area not in terms of a day trip, but as place to camp and
explore, because once you've made the long drive, you'll
want to stay a few days to before heading home.

Turkey Run Well at the red marking.

Trail 42

Trail 40 And
Diamond Creek

4. Upper Black Canyon Trail Forest Trail 72
Contributed by Devon Fletcher
I have hiked the Upper Black Canyon Trail (FT 72 ) three
times. My real purpose for two of these trips was fishing,
more specifically fishing for the rare Gila Trout. The other
time was the first when we were camping at the small
campground just off of FR 150. We set out on a chilly spring
morning that turned into a blissfully warm spring afternoon
with us ambling along the rushing creek in the wide valley,
and then picnicking in the sun looking up at the pale pockmarked cliffs with their many mysterious caves and alcoves.
We were also blissfully unaware at the time of the
enduringly confusing and frequently contentious situation
regarding the trail passing through about 200 yards of

private land which has changed hands several times over
the years. Indeed, subsequent trips had me climbing
around dangerously on the southern rim of the canyon in
order to bypass the sliver of private inholding, or literally
sprinting the distance and successfully avoiding detection.
Others have not been so lucky and have been confronted
angrily by the landowners. The Forest Service finally took
action, sort of, and has designated a “ trail “ that leaves off
of FR 150 and follows along the northern rim of the canyon
before descending precipitously along a ridge to the
canyon bottom. Similar to the situation that plagued the
Mimbres River Trail, this new route adds around a mile and a
half of distance and 600 feet of elevation change to
circumvent 200 yards of easy walking in the valley. I have
not tried it, and I don’t know how many have bothered.
One day it may become the accepted route, but for those
who know of and have hiked the old route, it just seems like
a pain.

Waterfall

This is not to say
that Black Canyon
is not worth the
effort. It is as
beautiful a small
stream valley as
you will find in the
Gila National
Forest in its first
few miles east of
the road. Fall can
be particularly
compelling with
aspens and oaks
providing glorious
color all along the
way. I’ve never
made it too much

farther than the Aspen Canyon confluence. When the
fishing is good or sometimes even when it’s bad, I tend to
cover less ground. I would like to make it up to the falls in
the Black Canyon Box one day, but the new additional
hiking mileage and always slow drive on FR 150 are
conspiring against even considering this destination as a
day trip.

5. Circle Seven Creek Trail - FT 107
Contributed by Devon Fletcher
The Circle 7 Creek Trail begins on FR 730 which is about 18
miles south of Winston (and NM 52) on a well maintained
section of FR 157. Your vehicle, determination, and the less
than abundant parking opportunities will determine how
far along the narrow and un-maintained FR 730 you will
start your hike, but please do not attempt to drive all the
way to the wilderness boundary which would entail driving
in (not just crossing) the creek itself and doing damage to
the recovering riparian community of plants and animals.
Our trip started out on a perfect spring morning: windless,
cool and cloudy enough to keep the sun off us and our black
dog. We had hiked the lower couple of miles more than ten
years ago on an unseasonably hot, early fall day when the
creek was dry, but now the green of the willows, the
budding cottonwoods, and good flow of clear water in the
creek made all the difference in the world. After leaving
the road behind, there isn't much room for a trail at first and
we crossed the creek many times in a very narrow section of
the valley that cuts through solid rock, watching our Scottie
drink and cool himself as we went.
When the terrain opened up again, the trail reappeared.
Seamus disappeared in the previous year’s lush growth
of bunch grass that grew in large meadows near the Upper
Circle Seven Well and corral, which is the boundary for the
Aldo Leopold Wilderness. Above and below this well
for short distances, and one short stretch at the beginning of
the burn, were the only sections of the creek that were dry.
The forest here is mostly an open deciduous oak (still bare
at this time of year) and juniper woodland with occasional
cottonwoods and alders along the stream. Walnut trees
(also bare) are here also, as well as, cypress, pines, and the
occasional fir. The evergreens provide the only, and
welcome, shade this early in the season.

This open section ends at the mouth of the North Prong
which was flowing as well. The route is a bit confusing at
the confluence of the two creeks (they are very similar in
size). To stay on the trail, as it stays with the main creek,
take a sharp turn to the south. The trail-less North Prong
would make for fun exploration itself - the cliffs and rock
formations rise high and steep over the tiny piney valley.
Circle Seven Creek now became a much different place. Big
vistas of hills and massive cliffs were hidden now, but trail
and creek took on an intimate, utterly charming beauty with
small cascades and deep clear pools. It looked very much
like the trout streams I've fished in other parts of the Gila,
and that it may have once been.
At Deadman Canyon, which was also flowing, there was a
bit of trail finding again as our trail again turned sharply to
the south. The even narrower little canyon of Deadman
might make a fun hike as well, and I've been told there is a
hundred foot waterfall way back where the slopes of two
mountains collide.
Past Deadman things began to open a bit again, on the dry
south facing slopes were scrub oak, mountain mahogany
and low juniper. The north facing slope had only a sparse

growth of evergreens and the yet to leaf
out low growing shrubs. It has been this
way for a while unlike areas further
south in the Black Range which had a
thick growth of pine and Douglas fir
before the Silver Fire a few years ago.
Really this entire area is a very dry part
of the already dry Gila. The riparian
areas are the only really lush parts of the
forest.
Then we entered the burn area. The
riparian growth of large trees was gone
replaced by the aforementioned brushy
oak and thorny locust. The gray-brown
hillsides were thick with a low growth of
Gambel oak punctuated with hundreds
of black pine snags. It would've been a
much prettier scene had the oak and
locust leafed out already, as it was, it
looked wild, desolate and very much
like a place that people don't belong, at
least not for long. The trail was gone, as
were most of the blazes. There were
occasional cairns and a bits of blue tape
tied to shrubs, but they weren't really all
that helpful as our speed was most likely
cut in half now, and our momentum lost.
We stopped to eat in a grove of tall, tall
pines that had escaped the flames.
After lunch, the now trail-less hike only
became rougher as we searched for
blazes, cairns and short stretches of
tread, but mostly followed the ground
disturbed by cattle and elk. Along the
way there were leafed out chokecherry
and lemonade bush on the creekside,
providing a bit of electrifying green to
the drab scenery. My wife decided to
stop at a sweet little area where the
stream cascaded between huge
boulders and a few large pines still lived
amongst the dead.
I continued on now very steeply up hill
and high above the creek bottom, still
finding the occasional blaze or cairn and
even some rusty spools of barbed wire,
as I slid on gravel, climbed over
downfall and pushed through brush. A
huge cone of rock, with large alcoves at
the bottom, topped a huge mountain
that would not have looked out of place
in the desert, on the north side, of the valley. On the south
was the high ridge of the Black Range looking gray. I gave
up and stopped at an old blaze on an alligator juniper. At
least a mile and a half and 1600 feet below our destination.
I could not even see Diamond Peak, but I did spy a small

grove of small aspen in a pocket below the ridgeline which
brought a smile to my face.
It was not meant to be today. The clouds had made getting
this far possible. Had the sun come out, it would have been
unbearable in this completely open terrain. I reunited with
my wife and we began our long descent. The sun did

come eventually, but luckily we were already back in the
shady stretches. We rested more often and still marveled at
the pretty little stream, the first growth of wildflowers and
our good fortune to be in this magnificent setting on this
perfect day.
NOTE: As you may have gathered I can't really recommend
this route as a way to access Diamond Peak or the CDT trail.
Still, I may try it again one day. Also understand that this
hike was done in early April after a winter with above
average moisture. The flow (or lack thereof) of the creek

can be wildly different depending on the year and the time
of year.

6. North Fork Palomas Creek,
Upper Box
Contributed by Devon Fletcher
The parking area to begin this hike is about 15 miles south
of Winston, NM on FR 157 not too far after the road crosses
(the usually dry) North Fork of Palomas Creek. I'm calling
this the"upper box" to distinguish it from a second box
canyon further downstream right before its confluence with
the South Fork of the Palomas. This walk is about 4 miles
round-trip.

trees were limited to scattered willow clumps and mostly
older cottonwoods.
We started out parking at a camping spot along FR 157 that
sits 30-40 feet above the creek. We headed down the bank
where the dogs began bounding through the flats covered
in tall, dry grass and past some big stream side cottonwoods
just beginning to bud. We began to walk in the dry, gray

gravel where my Seamus began picking up sticker after
sticker. We had to stay to the most recent channel to avoid
those as we went on.

One Easter Sunday morning we headed out to this box
canyon which cuts through layers of Paleozoic sedimentary
rock. The North Fork of Palomas Creek is a major drainage
running in between the Cuchillo and Circle Seven Creeks.
Its upper box canyon is somewhere close to 900 feet deep
from the hilltops to the creek bottom, but unfortunately it's
open to the sun and accessible to livestock which meant
there were only a couple of bends that had a few puddles of
water instead of a flowing stream as with Circle Seven’s
box, just above its confluence with South Palomas. Riparian

Our first stop was a small shelter cave. Nearby, on the same
side of the creek was another cave opening hidden in the
leafless vines. I investigated in on the way back but my
weak little LED flashlight was useless in trying to see into its
black depths. I wonder if anyone has ever investigated it.

We came upon a few mossy puddles of water in the bedrock
of the first bend and then began making our way through
turn after turn. Chipmunks and squirrels ran in and out of
the crevices in the limestone making my terriers more than
a little excited. The walking in the stream bed was mostly in
flat gravel but occasionally through boulders and bedrock.

It was wide enough, however, that we were able to use
cowpaths on the banks at times to bypass some rougher
passages. Spring was coming on late in this dry year, so the
scenery lower down, lacking any greenery, was not the
best, but high above our heads it got better and better.
Massive cliffs, sparsely covered with desert vegetation on
the south facing slopes, and painted with piñon and juniper
on the north facing ones, had us craning our necks.

At the deepest bend was an alcove formed where a layer of
shale is eroding more quickly than the layers above and
below. Nothing remarkable was found when I investigated,
except the piles of flood debris about 15 feet above the
floor of the canyon.
Eventually, the netleaf hackberries, to my mind a tree of the
lower desert, appeared and the heat seemed to rise. We sat
in the branch shade of a huge cottonwood (alive but leafless
still) and then made our much more slowly back.

7. South Palomas
Contributed by Devon Fletcher
NOTE: As described here, this hike is around 10 miles
roundtrip. It could be made slightly shorter by driving all
the way to the lower corral (I parked on a hill just above the
canyon bottom deciding the last ¼ mile or so looked a little
risky even with a 4Runner and 4WD), or a couple of miles
longer by foregoing the nearly non-existent “road” I used
that goes up Curtis Canyon just east of Hermosa and
parking just off FR 157.
Places like this in the Gila, especially in the Black Range are
the essence of the ineffable for me. Still, I try to find the
words, and I diligently take the photographs that I know
will never transmit the feeling that I have when I am at the
bottom of this deep lonely canyon with the obviously
majestic thousand foot cliffs crowned with a myriad of rock
formations rising above, while beneath my feet moss
growing thickly on the gray bedrock gives way to a plush
quilt of fallen bigtooth maple leaves in tan, yellow and red
on the banks.
I hear what turns out to be a deer stumbling on the rock
glacier, in answer to my own stumbling. I think this is a

place so rugged that even the deer have difficulty now and
then. I think, I don't belong here, and yet I am here and that
creates a giddy sort of dissonance.
I had been in South Palomas once before when we had been
camping at either Circle Seven or Morgan Creek quite a few
years ago. We only hiked on the trail along the creek briefly
before heading off into Marshall Creek to find the springs to
cool off our overheated dogs on a warm September
morning.
It's a long drive to get there for a day hike: 2 hours and 47
minutes from my home in Las Cruces. The last mile or so on
some tracks barely visible in dry grass only increased my
anxiety about the feasibility of the whole enterprise. But
the morning was pleasantly warm and the skies devoid of
clouds as I started hiking out past the old lower corral. In a
short distance the good trail I was following headed up
Marshall Creek, while the remnants of the Palomas trail
became invisible in the tall grass along the creek. I
experienced some low grade panic, wondering if I was on
the right track, until I found the upper corral of wire and
wood and I knew now it was all good.
Somewhere early in this trip I left my aluminum hiking pole
on the ground as I took photos of oaks and boxelders in full
turn. I picked up several sticks
along the way that served well as
substitutes. I never did retrieve
the pole which I've been trying to
lose for some time and now had
finally succeeded. I kept a good
pace, knowing my time was
limited.
An owl flew from its perch and
turkeys trotted up the trail in front
of me. As I walked on, and the
canyon narrowed, I caught a
glimpse through the trees of a
patch of blue at the base of a rock
tower. It was a natural arch
formation which would have been
so easy to miss had I not looked up
at just the right moment.
Puddles lingered in scoured out
pools in the bedrock as the creek
bed became the clearest avenue of
travel. Immense cliffs towered
above the north side of the creek
strikingly similar to those seen
over in the gorge of North Percha,
but these were even higher.
I decided a while ago that I would
visit in the fall, because of the
canyon of bigtooth maples that I
had been alerted to by some
friends who had hiked up the

canyon a year and a half earlier. I am a total
sucker for the magic of maple trees in
October, so off I went hoping to find them at
peak color.
I finally arrived at the mouth of the canyon
with the bigtooth maples. To my
disappointment the leaves on the first tree I
encountered were entirely green. Color was
found as I continued up the canyon, which for
at least some of the way was a lovely open
channel with a smooth bedrock bottom that
would have contained many small falls
cascading toward the confluence with South
Palomas had water been flowing. As it was,
water lingered in the discreet pools
surrounded by spongy green moss and
sprinkled with pale, fallen maple leaves. If
you go in early spring, say March or April,
there may be waterfalls to see at the head of
this canyon, if you are a dedicated
bushwhacker and scrambler. Upstream from
this tributary there are some falls in South
Palomas as well, but don’t count on seeing
them in dry years.
The many theories I have on the fickle nature
of fall colors, and perhaps a few new ones
began to dance in my brain, as I made my
way clumsily upstream, still hoping there
would be a more spectacular display onward.
There never was. A few pretty patches and a
couple nice little trees would have to do for
today.
As I finally stopped to rest, I realized it was
the only place for me to be in the world at
that time, on that day. I drank another bottle
of water. Took a photo of myself nestled in
the glen, and then headed upstream just a bit
farther to where the canyon got extremely
narrow, very thick with willows and a few
walnut trees, and the maples ended.
I turned around and for the first time, really
took it all in as I gazed down Maple Canyon
to the nearly 1000 foot cliffs on South
Palomas crowned with towers and spires.
I slowed down as I made my legs and feet
carry me back to South Palomas, heading a
little bit farther west before turning back. I
glimpsed a second deer. Disturbed the same
owl. Saw the turkeys again too. Touched the
biggest ponderosa pine I have ever touched,
and contemplated the upright cones of a true
fir for the first time it seemed.
I did my best to follow the bits and pieces of
trail, but didn't really to do any better than on

my way in. Where the valley widened, I waded through the
high grass and felt a sadness to be leaving. I took a couple
more photos with the yellow tops of narrow leaf
cottonwoods along the creek and the shadow of Lake
Mountain in the distance. Back at the car I realized I had
overshot my time by a little more than hour. I thought about
returning someday, camping nearby, getting an early start
and doing it all over again, but just a bit more slowly.

8. North Seco Box
Contributed by Devon Fletcher
The North Seco Box trailhead is nearly a three hour drive
from Las Cruces, but wherever you are, it will seem far away.
The 18 or so miles from the nearest town (Winston NM) will
take close to an hour to drive, with the last 3 or so miles past
Hermosa, on a rotten coda to the now mostly well
maintained Forest Road 157, where the going is tortuously
slow right up to the dead end at the locked blue gate past
which the last mile or so (seemingly in better shape, but
perhaps because it's not driven on anymore) has to be
walked down to the creek. (See access map to the right.)
So much for convenient accessibility, but it’s not a difficult
hike. There is little elevation gain or loss, excepting the
road walking down to the creek, and the trudge back up to
the parking at the end of the day. It is long walk though,
somewhere around 10 miles round trip which took about
six hours including lunch, a few rests and copious picture
taking. It's just a long day of both driving and hiking.

did dip my hat in the stream occasionally and wet my shirt a
couple of times on the way back.
All that being said, the reasons I did go, became crystal
clear, the day before I went. I wanted a place where almost
no one goes, I like it best when I can't find a single picture
of a destination on the internet. If there are too many
photos I lose interest. If it's anything like the boxes of (the
similarly massively inconvenient) South Palomas Creek or
Sapillo Creek, or the trips to the waterfalls in East and West
Curtis Canyons, all of which I've visited in the past four
years, then I knew the magic would be worth it.

St. Cloud Mine

Chiz

I have time off, and time on my hands in the summer, but
this hike, which tops out at an elevation just under 7,000
feet is not really summertime hike. I started just after 9 and
the day warmed up quickly in the wide east facing valley.
Trying to keep a steady 3 mph pace on the way didn't help
either. Still, I was never really uncomfortable, although I

Davis Well

The creek was dry at the road crossing, but Davis Well's
solar powered pump was filling two small ponds with
water, I walked west on the road, hoping perhaps to see
some ancient pottery between the dried grass, but being
fooled too many times by rocks that had a maddeningly
uncanny similarity to ceramics I've found in the past.
One of the things I noticed right away is that cattle are not
here, and by the end of my day, seeing the remarkable
recovery this place has undergone, I came to the conclusion,
that it would a sin to let them back on. About mile west of
the Davis Windmill the stream begins to get more and more
shaded with mature alders, narrowleaf cottonwoods, box
elder and oaks and lo and behold the stream came to life

with a few inches of amber water trickling through the pale
stones. Further on, in burnt over sections, beyond the
wilderness boundary at Sawmill Well, young alder growth
was crowding the banks, keeping things shaded enough for
at least some flow, albeit with a couple intermittent dry
stretches, all the way to the box.
It had seemed so easy and I had made such good time, I
could hardly believe I was entering the narrowest section of
the canyon, where on the north, gigantic formations of red
and tan volcanic rocks grew at the top of steep, nearly bare
hillsides. On the south, straight gray cliffs like book spines
went up a hundred feet and more. Spruces, pines, alders
and firs craned and stretched toward the sky trying to rise
above them.
Directly in front of me, however, the jungle of willows, and
the dark passage (even with sun almost directly overhead)
began. This, I had to push through for the next half mile or
so. I didn't mind. At my feet the creek was at a modest
gush, with pools, some of which there was absolutely no
practical choice but to wade through, up to two feet deep
where tadpoles wriggled away at my approach. I paused
for thought as I did when I visited the Sapillo Box a couple
of years, ago: these same passages might be waist deep or
higher in early spring. So, maybe the driest time of the year
isn't such a bad choice after all.
Eventually I got to the mouth of Long Canyon on the south
side, beyond, North Seco entered an open, well burnt over
section, which would not have been much fun to walk
through at the noon hour, and was happily beyond the
scope of my plans for this day.
I turned back around and ate my lunch sitting on gray
bedrock eroded like the pages of a book, with perfect views
of perfect bends in the creek both up and down stream. As

I looked around at the quiet stream and green trees I had
the feeling I was somewhere else in the Gila, or New
Mexico, or the west. Or maybe it just felt like a different
time, before all the drought and fires. It was over too soon.
I made my way back more slowly now, shaking hands with
the grandfather trees, and saying hello to the steller's jays
who came to check me out. I purified some extra water.
Back at Davis Well I walked around the ponds, frogs leaping
into the water at my every step, then down to the old corral
and loading chute, and then down a little further to a small
clearing. Walking back up old FR 893, a fox, or maybe even
a coyote, most likely after getting a drink at the well,
bounded through the brush in front of me. I didn't want to
leave.

9. McKnight Cabin to McKnight
Mountain Summit
The drive (video) from NM-35 to the trailhead (Trail 79) near
McKnight Cabin is more difficult than the walk.
In April and in May 2015, we walked from the trailhead to
McKnight Mountain, returning via McKnight Cabin. We also
walked the trail in October 2020, starting at the cabin and
continuing on past McKnight Mountain to the Powderhorn
Ridge Trail.
For most of its length the trail is “soft”. It is covered in soil
and/or grass and has that spongy relaxing feel that is
common to more northerly trails. The distance from the
trailhead to the summit of McKnight Mountain is just over 2
miles (see map at the end of the article), returning via
McKnight Cabin increases the length to 2.1 miles. The four
mile round trip is along the ridge line of the Black Range,
see the elevation profile at the end. The net elevation gain
is about 675’ (from 9,490’ to 10,165’) while the gross gain
is over 800’. The maximum grade is 16%.
In October 2020 the trail was in great condition, trail work
had just been completed from the cabin to some point
along the Powderhorn which we did not reach. The trail to
Mimbres Lake was a mass of blow down and was beyond
our will. Even though Mimbres Lake had been our
destination the idea of clambering over fallen trees for
three miles (a mile and half down and a mile and a half up)
was just to much on that day. The cleared trail was
beautiful, often covered by a layer of yellow leaves from the
Aspen.
McKnight Mountain, has two “peaks” and is the highest
point in Sierra County (one “peak”) and Grant County (the
other “peak”). The “peaks” are about 70’ apart. McKnight
Mountain is the definition of anti-climax, it is simply a high
point along the ridge.
At McKnight Mountain the trail runs about 40’ below the
summits on the west side of the ridge. The side trail was not
signed on October 12, 2020. It takes only moments to
“climb to the summit”. Getting there is anti-dramatic - the
360° view from the top is just the opposite, it is almost
overwhelming. It is as if the Black Range and most of Sierra
and Grant counties were at your very feet.
We have seen no mammals along the trail, although there
are generally some significant clumps of bear scat. There
are a few birds - Hairy Woodpeckers, Dark-eyed Junco
(Grey-headed), and Western Tanagers being the most
obvious. Hermit Thrushes were singing along most of the
trail, in May. In October we found Clark’s Nutcracker at the
summit of McKnight Mountain.
The view to the west from trail 79 near McKnight Mountain
is shown to the right.

On May 30, 2015, the Aspen should have been leafed out
but the section of trail shown on the preceding page shows
the effect of the Silver Fire.
In the top photo below, looking west from the trail, there
are burnt trees (from the Silver Fire) in the foreground. The
view to the east, bottom photo, is just as dramatic. Over
most of the walk there is no evidence of the fire, along the

trail. Looking away from the area immediately along the
trail provides ample evidence of the event, however.
This is a beautiful little walk through Aspen groves and a
forest floor displaying numerous flower species - a number
of which were in bloom during our walk in May.

McKnight Cabin and Spring Site (April 23, 2015)
The McKnight Cabin site is a beautiful place to spend some time,
especially during the summer. It is a long hard drive but the
journey is worth it. For those who are coming from the desert,
this is truly a different world. Trails head to the north and south
along the crest of the Black Range and walks up and down the
McKnight Cabin Road are enjoyable and almost always
unencumbered with traffic.

Three Views of the Trail (October)
To the right, the trail near the top of the first hill south of the
cabin. This is one of the rockier portions of the trail but is
easy to walk. The trail passes through a mixture of habitats,
sometimes evergreens dominate, sometimes Aspen.

Above, looking down the trail and
into McKnight Canyon below. This
photograph is about half way along
the route described. After walking
through Aspen groves you suddenly
face a vast vista to the west.
The photograph to the right was
taken along the trail near the summit
of McKnight Mountain. Farther
along this section, the Aspen became
even more prolific and their yellow
leaves covered the trail, making it
somewhat slick but a joy to walk on each step bring a flash of sound of
rustling leaves. In October, there is
often a breeze (sometimes wind) in

this area. As a
result, the view
skyward is full of
shimmering (dare I
say quaking) yellow
leaves and the
ground is covered
with a confusion of
shadows refusing to
remain static,
making the reds and
greens of the plants
flash into and out of
view, the yellow of
the Aspen forming a
background of
yellow, sometimes
in matte and
sometime in gloss.
It is a startling
beautiful scene
which I am ill
equipped to capture
in image.

In October we found several
individuals of Castilleja
nelsonii, Southern Mountain
Paintbrush, growing along
the trail (photo right). This is
a high elevation paintbrush,
most of the specimens we
found were at 9,500’ or
above.
There were a surprising
number of flowers still in
bloom high on the
mountain. Not prolific
numbers but more than
enough to add interest.
We found one flower of
Helianthella parryi, Parry's
Dwarf Sunflower, along the
Powderhorn Ridge Trail
(photo below). There were,
however, many leaves of
this species along the trail.
At the height of bloom this
section of the trail must be
quite striking.
In October, Iris
missouriensis, Rocky
Mountain Iris, announced
itself with leaves and empty
seed pods all along the
upper reaches of the trail
north of McKnight
Mountain. In May they were
in bloom, photo top right of
next page. If you are taking
the walk to the peak it is
well worth continuing up
the trail a bit for the
sunflowers and iris.
The Quaking Aspen, Populus
tremuloides, took a real hit
in the Silver Fire. In 2015
we wondered how they
would fare. Many of the
trunks were badly burned and obviously dead. This species
grows as a clonal colony, an aspen grove is one individual
with many trunks growing from the same root system, and a
single individual can cover a large area. One individual,
“Pando”, covers more than 100 acres in Utah. Five years on,
how they fared is becoming more clear. Additional trunks
have died but many remain alive and add wonderful color
to the trail. This species sprouts aggressively from its root
system following a fire and along several sections of the
trail you have an eye level view of new aspen growth
(photo right).

Although the forest trees are dominated by evergreen and
aspen there are a few Gambel’s Oaks along the way and on
the first part of the trail we found Choke Cherry, Prunus
virginiana var. melanocarpa, photo below (this photograph
is from May).

At the cabin there is a profusion of Mertensia franciscana,
Franciscan Bluebells. In May (photo immediately above)
they were in bloom - a week or two later would have been
better. We found a few still in bloom in October.

The forest floor had a scattering of Fragaria vesca bracteata,
Wild (Woodland) Strawberry (below left) in May, promising
a morsel of sweetness later in the year. But all that was
white was not edible, Canadian Violet, Viola canadensis,
was also in full bloom at that time (photo below).

In May and in October we found bear scat along the trail, I
suspect that there is at least one about much of the time.
Other than Mule Deer on the drive up, we have not seen any
large mammals on these outings, however.
Mountain Parsley, Cymopterus lemmonii, below and
Western Yarrow, Achillea millefolium, right, were especially
prevalent along the upper trail in May.

When manna falls from heaven, you should probably just go
ahead and eat it. In May 2015 I spied this parsley and
decided to bend my creaky old legs, get a little closer to the
flower, and take some photographs.
In my years in the Northwest of the United States I had a fair
amount of experience with Desert Parsley and marveled at
their diversity. When I started exploring the Black Range I
noted the parsley here and put it on the list for future study.
On the 30th, the future arrived and I had no choice but to
bend to nature. But more of this flower in a bit, for now the manna.
When I got home and started arranging photos I noted the
bee at the top of the flower, something I had missed
entirely in the field. I have been laughed at more than once
for my efforts to capture insects on flowers, I think it makes

for much more interesting photographs - but it is hard work.
So, coming home to note that I had missed a wonderful
opportunity was bittersweet to say the least. Insects are
difficult to parse, to identify them to species is often
something that should be left to entomologists. I was able
to key this bee down to the genus Agapostemon, but I dare
not go farther - even if I had a better photograph. The
common name for this group of bees is “Metallic Green
Bee”. Indeed. Perhaps “manna” would work as well.
Within our region, this species of parsley exhibits an
interesting color variation in its flower color. Plants from
the Burro Mountains have red flowers while those farther
north have yellow flowers. The petals of the individual
flowers fold backward, giving the flower a very “globular”
appearance.
A bit earlier in the year is a good for flowering plants, as
well. On April 23, I found Ribes pinetorum, Orange
Gooseberry (photo top of the next page) in bloom at the
cabin. I have yet to see this species in fruit.
In October, we found a few Campanula rotundifolia, Harbell,
still in bloom on the Powderhorn Ridge Trail, although many

There are relatively few trail signs in the Black Range these
days (Nov. 2020). Not that they are needed in this day of a
million trail apps but they are comforting, something like a
book instead of a tablet. In any case, one of the classics is
shown at the top of the following page.

appeared to be feeling the colder weather and were “gone
past” (photo immediately above).
In places along the Powderhorn Ridge Trail, Pteridium
aquilinum, Western Bracken Fern (photo right), was growing
in masses although in October most of the fronds were a
mass of brown on the ground.

The most common birds
along the trail always seem
to be Dark-Eyed Junco (Greyheaded) but the variety of
species is interesting - from
Mountain Chickadee and
Mourning Dove (photos
below) to Clark’s Nutcracker.

This trail is great in any season, assuming
the road is open. It has open expanses on
one hand and sections of trail completely
enclosed in aspen and evergreen on the
other. The colors vary dramatically by
season so a walk along this section of the
Black Range Crest Trail is always new.

10. Hillsboro Peak Bypass
Trail 79 runs along the crest of the Black Range. At Hillsboro
Peak there is a short trail which bypasses the Hillsboro Peak
summit, connecting the two parts of trail 79 on either side
of the peak. The Bypass Trail is designated trail 412, it has a
total length of about 1.3 miles. From the trail junction of
79/412, just above Hillsboro Lake, to the Holden Prong
saddle it is about 4 miles. Trail 412 is roughly level, from
Holden Prong saddle to the west junction of 412 there is
about a 500’ elevation gain.

On January 25, 2018, we took this trail as part of a carshuttle loop starting at Emory Pass and ending at the
Railroad Canyon campground, a distance of 10.6 to 11.2
(depending on your source). Above Hillsboro Lake, on the
south side of Hillsboro Peak you may find the sign above
(we were unable to find it in our last outing to the area). The
distances on signage in this area of the Black Range are at
best confusing, perhaps just plain wrong.
Heading north and turning left off of the Black Range Crest
Trail (Trail 79) we took the Bypass Trail looking for the

Junction with the East Railroad Canyon Trail 130, which we
did not find. (This description was written three years after
the Silver Fire, a substantial amount of the trail network was
destroyed or damaged by the fire.) Continuing on we found
that the Bypass trail had a lot of blow-down making for
some slow tiring walking (photo below). As with all things
in the Black Range, things may have changed in the last
storm and/or trail maintenance may have been
accomplished.
The Bypass trail is relatively level and at this time has a lot
of locust growing in and along it, in addition to the
blowdown, making it seem like something was trying to
poke or grab you at every step. But it is absolutely
beautiful.

At the west junction of trail 79 and trail 412 you find this
sign indicating that the Holden Prong saddle is 2.5 miles
down the way. From this point the trail descends through a
beautiful stream valley which has a fair amount of
blowdown to Holden Prong Saddle. Once you emerge from
the stream valley the trail contours around a peak providing
gorgeous views to the west. After reaching Holden Prong
saddle we turned left (west off of 79) and headed down
Railroad Canyon.
Additional photographs from this walk can be found here.

11. Hillsboro Lake
The walk to Hillsboro Lake is about 7.3 miles (round-trip)
from the Emory Pass Overlook. Route finding is
straightforward. Starting at the Overlook, walk north on the
Black Range Crest Trail (this section is known locally as the
Hillsboro Peak Trail) for 3.6 miles. This will bring you to the
saddle south of Hillsboro Peak. Turn east and walk down
slope for about 100 yards. Sit on some dead tree trunks and
enjoy the lake.

There are a large number of trail variations in this section of
the Black Range, as you will note from the trail entries in this
section of the book. The main trunk trail is the Black Range
Crest Trail (No. 79) from Emory Pass to Hillsboro Peak. Near
Hillsboro Peak you can drop down to spend time at the lake,
you can continue up to the forest fire lookout on the top of
Hillsboro Peak, or you can take the Hillsboro Peak Bypass
Trail.
The Black Range is a fairly long and narrow mountain range

In many areas of the world
the “lake” would be called a
pond but here it is the only
natural water body in miles.
With proper purification
equipment the lake is a
good source of water in an
otherwise dry area, good
camp sites are nearby.
As of April 2020 this section
of the Black Range Crest
Trail was in good shape with
relatively little blow down,
but the lake was dry.
There is a moderate
elevation gain of about
1,000 feet between the
Overlook and the saddle
below Hillsboro Peak. The
trail goes through the heart
of the Silver Fire burn and
standing snags are still
falling during high winds.
Until the snags near the trail
have all fallen, it is not a
place to be on a windy day.
Many maps indicate a trail
between the saddle and the
lake (the upper part of the
Ladrone Trail). It does not
exist at this time. There is a
fair amount of wind fall on
the steep slope above the
lake and brush and grass is
growing on loose scree,
making for a tenuous trip
down and a workout coming
back up.
Aspen and evergreens surround the lake making for a
beautiful setting, a jewel in the Black Range. Drought and
fire damage have made their impact and increasingly you
will find the “lake” dry.

which has the Black Range Crest Trail and The Continental
Divide Trail running along its crest. From the crest trails
there are a number of trails going down the mountain range
to the east or west. A fair number of trail combinations are
possible as a result, this area being a prime example of the
possibilities.

Hillsboro Lake is shown on the following page.

Additional photographs from this walk can be found here.

12. Hillsboro Peak
See also the Hillsboro Lake Trail which is the same as this
one, at least until you reach the lake at the base of Hillsboro
Peak.
This trail starts at the Emory Pass Overlook just off of
NM-152 and proceeds north (NNW) for 5.4 miles. Elevation
gain over 5+ miles is minimal, from 8,067’ to 10,020’. This
is an improved trail so the walk is straightforward and easy
to follow, water - if any - is limited along the trail (seasonal).
The usual suspects are on-the-scene; rattlesnakes (only
Western Diamond-Back and Black-tailed that I know of),
Black Bear, Coyote, and Cougar are all possible - but not
likely.
Following the Silver Fire there were reports that the trail
was devastated by the fire. It now appears that many large
trees, including Aspen and Douglas Fir survived the fire and
that there is substantial multi-species tree growth
(regeneration) occurring. In a year or two the Mountain
Locust along this trail (and the Sawyers Peak Trail,
immediately south of here) will be spectacular. Wildflowers
in the higher reaches of the Black Range are incredible this
year (September 2014), both in terms of sheer mass and in
terms of diversity.
An observer noted (from 9/11/14) that: “There are many
flowers on the Hillsboro Peak Trail...It's an amazing display,
and it begins just uphill from the parking lot. You might
want to make an evening walk of some part of the lower
trail.”
The birdlife along this trail has, traditionally, been very
good and that does not appear to have changed. You may
see the full array of mountain species, including; Bushtit,
Mountain Chickadee, Pygmy Nuthatch, Clark’s Nutcracker,
White-breasted Nuthatch, Hairy Woodpecker, Blackthroated Gray and Grace’s Warblers (the trail provides nice
looks into the upper canopy of the trees), and Wild Turkey.
Don Precoda served as a fire lookout at Hillsboro Peak for
several years. He recounted some of his experiences on the
peak in a series of articles which appeared in The Black
Range Naturalist (multiple articles - see Index).

REPORT FOR WALK ON MAY 25, 2015: We, walked the
Black Range Crest Trail from Emory Pass to Hillsboro Peak,
commonly called the Hillsboro Peak Trail today. The trail is
unchanged since the trail report (above), except that - it
seemed to me - the half-mile section of trail just prior to the
first wilderness marker has a lot more loose rock than
previously. Some time has passed since the Silver Fire and
the recovery is becoming very apparent. Young trees of
numerous species are from two to four feet tall, it is
apparent that many “burnt” trees survived, and the large
patches of forest unaffected by the fire are more impressive
than ever. While we were having our lunch on the summit,
photo following page, it was difficult to imagine a raging

fire engulfing the range. I don’t wish to downplay the
devastation, there are many slopes of charred snags - but
even in these places the green of young trees is apparent.
A purpose of our walk was to document the spring which is
near the summit for the “Black Range Springs” section of
the Black Range website. One would think that finding a
spring would be fairly straight forward, but it isn’t,
especially if you are tired and loathe to walk down hill if it
means you have to turn around immediately and walk
uphill. In any case this outing covered 11.4 miles round-trip
with an elevation gain of 2,181’, the trail had a maximum
grade of 14%. The map at the end of this entry shows the
last part of the walk.
On a walk to the summit in September it was reported that
slopes were covered with wildflowers and many species
were found along the trail.

Above: Clematis columbiana, Columbian Virgin's Bower

Below: Hillsboro Peak, Black Range, New Mexico 5/15/15

REPORT FROM SPRING: Although we have had some rain,
the monsoons will not arrive for a month or so - and it is
spring, not fall - so the selection of flowers along the trail
was more limited. As we neared the summit, the flowers
were more numerous.
UPDATE OF MARCH 13, 2017: On the 13th we took a walk
from Emory Pass to the first saddle beyond the Wilderness
Boundary on the Black Range Crest Trail (Hillsboro Peak
Trail), a distance of about 2.2 miles each way. Except for
some downed trees near the beginning of the walk, the trail
was in good condition. The weather was perfect for a walk
in the mountains. The wind was averaging around 20 m.p.h.
for most of the walk but as we started back it began to gust
to higher speeds.
Small snow banks were still present along portions of our
walk. Near those snow banks there were signs that shrews
(most likely Montane Shrew, Sorex monticolus - a.k.a. Dusky
Shrew) had wintered at the site, photo above.
UPDATE OF JANUARY 25, 2018: We hiked up trail 79 from
Emory Pass to the saddle overlooking Hillsboro Lake,
finding the trail in good condition, mostly cleared of
downed trees, with patches of snow. From the saddle, we
turned west, taking the Hillsboro Peak Bypass Trail to the
Holden Prong Saddle.

The map at the bottom of the page at the end of this trail
entry shows the track of Forest Service Trail 79 as it nears
Hillsboro Peak. The Hillsboro Peak Bypass trail bypasses the
Peak on the south side of mountain.
SUMMARY: A nice walk at just short of 11 miles round-trip
(or of any shorter length should you chose to turn around
before the peak) this trail requires no route finding
experience. At times there is blow down along the trail but
since this is probably the most popular trail in the Black
Range the Forest Service is pretty diligent in keeping the
main trunk trail cleared. With the continuing drought in the
southwest there is generally little snow on the route in
winter, but when there is it tends to drift on the north and
east facing slopes and when it ices it can be hazardous to
cross. Bear and cougar sign are seen fairly regularly along
the trail and various other creatures are possible. This can
be a great wildflower walk, anytime except winter regardless of how far you choose to walk.
Additional photographs from this walk can be found here.
See also: The Black Range Naturalist (BRN), Vol. 1, No. 1,
“Experiences of a Hillsboro Peak Lookout” by Don Precoda;
BRN, Vol. 2, No. 2, “More Memories From Hillsboro Peak” by
Don Precoda.

Above: Trail through evergreens and Populus tremuloides, Quaking Aspen,
below Hillsboro Peak.
Following Page: Aspen below the summit.

13. East Railroad Canyon
As described here this walk was 4.5 miles each way (9 miles
RT) with an elevation gain of 1700 feet.
During the winter, the Railroad Canyon Campground and
direct access to the trailhead is closed so hikers have to park
along the highway
(NM-152). On February
11, 2018 we found the
lower section of this trail
in very good condition.
The stream level was low
and the many stream
crossings were easy
(hardly noticeable).
From the highway, the
Gallinas Canyon Trail
continues north and
reaches the junction of
the Railroad Canyon Trail
at 1.4 miles from NM-152
(the signage indicates
1.5 miles from the
trailhead to this junction).
At this junction the
Gallinas Canyon Trail
turns northwest. From
this junction the Railroad
Canyon Trail continues
north for another .8 of a
mile (signage indicates 1
mile) to its junction with
East Railroad Canyon
Trail. The Railroad
Canyon Trail continues
north (left trail) to the
Holden Prong Saddle.
The trail to the right is the
East Railroad Canyon
Trail, it continues
northeast to the Hillsboro
Peak Cut-Off Trail, a
distance of about 2.8
miles.
During the winter, there
can often be a stream of
ice (right photo) running
down the east fork.
At one time this was a
maintained trail through
lovely country. We went up this trail for about a mile on
January 28, 2018. The trail was a disaster, downed trees
were everywhere, there was lots of smaller debris
everywhere, and there was loose rock everywhere. Now, at
the best of times the trail is nothing more than an

overgrown game trail - lots of locust saplings, masses of
wild rose, and other vines, grass, and tangles of vegetation.
On this occasion the trail did not exist.
We had hoped to walk to the Cut-Off Trail on that occasion
but found that our progress was much slower than we had
anticipated. As a result, we turned back well short of our
goal. Coming back down we found the going much easier
because we had an idea
of how to traverse the
canyon floor. Although it
is not that easy to find
the general location of
the old trail - you can’t
get lost, the entire walk is
in the canyon bottom.
On the map at the end of
this entry I set a waypoint (yellow circle) near
where I took the
photograph to the left on
January 28, 2018. At
that time the stream was
ice, with a bit of water
flowing beneath.
On the 11th (two weeks
later) we returned,
starting earlier than
before and feeling fairly
sure that we would
navigate the canyon to
where we had stopped
before in much shorter
time.
On the 11th we made it
to a point at 8,671 feet in
elevation, about .3 miles
short of the Cut-Off Trail
(a steep .3 miles
according to the map).
By the time we stopped,
we had gained 1,700
feet in elevation and
were very tired, every
step seemed to be a fight
with locust and roses.
The fire and floods had
made the canyon a mass
of loose rock and
boulders, downed trees
were everywhere. Bad
footing was the norm for
more than half the time. The rest of the time it was just bad.
We turned back at this point (4.5 miles from the highway),
pretty sure that we would make it out about an hour before
nightfall. There had been a couple of falls on the way up so

our bodies were both tired and sore. Shortly after we
started down, I took a fall down a section of boulders,
downward about ten feet to meet one of the boulders face
on without obstruction, luckily my momentum was such and
the angle of the rock to my face was such, that I pivoted off
of the rock, somersaulted over that boulder to have my
knees smash into another. Trying not to be overly dramatic
here, but it took awhile to assure myself that I was alive and

could walk. A very painful walk out (really glad that the
water level in the creek was low and the stream fords were
easy). Thus, in addition to a trail description you get a
cautionary tale as well.
The country is very beautiful - and untamed. The map of our
walk on February 11 is shown on the following page.
Additional photographs of this walk can be found here.

East Railroad Canyon

Hillsboro Lake
Hillsboro Peak Bypass Trail

14. Railroad Canyon Campground
to Holdon Prong Saddle
This trail starts at the Railroad Canyon Campground and
climbs northward to Holden Prong Saddle. The round-trip
distance is 8.8 miles with a gross elevation gain of about
1,700 feet. This trail is good for wildflowers, butterflies, the
occasional mammal (Rebecca has seen cougar at “2”), and
insects (all in the appropriate season). Some examples of
what you can expect to see along this trail follow. Numbering
is keyed to the map at the end of this article.
3. Mecaphesa sp., Crab Spider. A small (smaller than a U.S. 1cent piece) white spider, June 10.

4. Lonicera arizonica, Arizona Honeysuckle, June 10.

1. Gentiana affinis (Rocky Mountain Gentian) - September 19 Photograph by Rebecca Hallgarth

2. Fendlera rupicola Gray var. writhtii, Fendlerbush,
June 10. Near the site where cougar has been seen.

5. Maianthemum racemosum, False
Solomon’s Seal, June 10. The Honeysuckle
and two species of Maianthemum were
found within a few feet of each other.

This trail starts at the quarry next to Railroad Canyon
Campground (just off of NM-152) and proceeds up the
mountain valley to the Holden Prong Saddle on the Black
Range Crest Trail. Route finding on the trail is straight
forward, although there are two trail junctions along the way.
Starting out at the trailhead, Forest Trail 129 follows the
stream bed north, mostly level, with insignificant elevation
gain/loss. At about 1.5 miles, 129 (the Gallinas Canyon Trail)
leads to the left. This junction is the start of Forest Trail 128.
Keep straight in the stream bottom on trail 128 (on the ground
it will feel like you remain on the main trail). Roughly a mile
farther along the trail there is a well marked “Y” junction. The
trail to your right leads to the Black Range Crest trail (no. 79 East Railroad Canyon) south of Hillsboro Peak. The trail to
Holden Prong Saddle is to the left. The trail has been
relatively level to this point, from here most of the elevation
gain on the trail occurs. The trail has a net elevation gain of
about 1700 feet, almost half of which occurs in the last mile
and a half.

individual, the individual trunks are supported by a vast
underground root network. Many of the individual trunks did
not survive the fire, many are now standing dead trunks.
Many others did survive the fire and numerous suckers are
growing within the grove area. A photograph from this
section is shown above (October 17, 2017).
At that time the trail was in good shape and always obvious.
There is a fair amount of grass and vegetation growing on/
near the trail but the trail was not obscured.

In general, I would say that the signage is unreliable as to
distance. The photograph above was taken at the saddle (“A”
on the map) and indicates that Railroad Canyon campground
is 4.5 miles down slope. This may simply reflect a need for
rounding on the signs. And, the difference between 8.8 (our
GPS recording) and nine miles (round-trip) is minimal.
However, other sources indicate that the round-trip may be as
much as 9.5 miles. By adding the distance on various signs
along the way it is possible to get several other estimates of
total distance.

2A. At the aspen grove you will find a gate, a welcome sight, it
means lunch is only a few minutes away.

There is ample variety along this trail so it is a good hike any
time of year. Additional photographs of this trail, taken at
various seasons can be found on the Black Range website at
this link.
We often walk the lower part of the trail, from the
campground, to the Y junction mentioned above. Near the
top of trail 128, there are aspen groves which survived the
Silver Fire (2A on the map). Aspen groves are generally one

Rocky Mountain Larkspur, Delphinium scopulorum, Railroad Canyon, Black Range

6. On one summer walk we encountered a Striped Skunk also
using the trail. It wandered off to a snag heap before the
camera could be utilized.

9. Myioborus pictus, Painted Redstart, is easy to find in August,
as is Red-faced Warbler.

10. Sciurus aberti aberti, Abert’s Squirrel, July

7. Conopholis aplina var. mexicana, Alpine Cancer-Root,
May 9, at the junction with the East Railroad Canyon
“Trail”.

11. Scrophularia macrantha, New Mexico Figwort, July

8. Limenitis weidemeyerii, Weidemeyer’s Admiral, June 10.
There are many butterfly species along the stream, including
Western Tiger Swallowtail.
12. Hystricia abrupta,
Tachinid Fly, late July
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15. Forest Trail 796 - Kingston
Cemetery to Emory Pass
It is 4.4 miles from the Kingston Cemetery to Emory Pass via
Forest Service Trail 796. The elevation gain is just short of
2,000 feet. Although there are some fairly flat sections
along the trail, most of it progresses up the mountain at a
steady incline. (See elevation profile below.) The 8.8 mile
round-trip can be easily done in a day or it may be done as a
one-way walk with a car shuttle. It is best done during
winter - snow is possible - or during the shoulder months,
because sections of the trail (especially some of the lower
sections) have very little shade since the Silver Fire.

Agricultural Lands in the Prehistoric Southwest: A
Contextual Analysis”, William E. Doolittle, Journal of
Anthropological Research, Vol. 41, No. 3 [Autumn, 1985],
pp. 279-305).
In late March we found this cactus clump demonstrating the
concept naturally. The captured soil in the middle of the
photograph (“A”) is 6 to 8 inches higher than that
immediately to the right of the cactus pads (“B”). The
captured soil slows erosion and serves as a storage area for
water.

See the map on the inside back cover for a location key to
the items referenced below.
1. A simple but effective idea, a concept used extensively
by the indigenous peoples of the southwest and shown
here by a prickly pear cactus. Check dams were used by the
indigenous peoples of the southwest for a variety of
purposes: To capture sediment above the dam so that areas

2. (Late March) In the same
general area as the cactus, a
pine had been bent over
and the trunk shattered by
the heavy (wet) snow of the
past winter - not as we often
imagine in this area, by the
high winds that sweep down
the east slope of the Black
Range.

A

B

for agricultural plantings could be established; to inhibit the
rate of runoff (during the monsoons for instance) so that
areas below the dam would not be washed away; and to
keep unwanted sediments from washing onto agricultural
fields (“The Use of Check Dams for Protecting Downstream

3. Thistle, possibly Cirsium
ochrocentrum Gray var.
martinii (Martin’s Thistle)
was just emerging at the
end of March (photo at the
top left of the following
page).
4. Cane Cholla (aka Walking
Stick Cholla), Cylindropuntia
spinosior, is rarely found at elevations greater than 8,500
feet, so those found along the trail (and there are many) are
near the “top” of their range. The upper right photograph
on the following page shows a purplish tint to the stems.
This is a response to winter conditions. (Photos were taken

in late March.) Cane Cholla, like many other cactus, will
reproduce from a segment of stem which is separated from
the main plant as well as from seed. Cylindropuntia
leptocaulis, looks like a miniature version of the Cane
Cholla; the two species hybridize.

NM-152. Its western terminus is along the crest of the Black
Range. From this point the Black Range Crest Trail may be
taken north to Hillsboro Peak or south to Sawyers Peak.
(See the October 2019 issue of this magazine for an article
on the natural history of the trail to Sawyers Peak.)

Hillsboro Peak

Sawyers Peak
5. Earthstars (genera Astraeus and/or Geastrum) litter the
ground in places. Some interesting fungi for a dry place.
This trail is east-west in orientation and is just north of

6. During the last week of March, Fendler Bladderpod,
Physaria fendleri, begin to bloom in the middle portion of
the trail.
7. Wright's Silktassel, Garrya wrightii, is found alongside
the trail about half way up the trail (photo top right). In
early March they had not begun to bloom, but the fruit from
the previous year was still apparent. The fruit starts out
green and turns to purple before becoming black.
8. Wright’s Silktassel is often found in association with
Alligator Juniper, Juniperus deppeana, pictured to the right.
We found the two species together at our lunch spot, on our
way down the mountain.
9. Wild Candytuft (aka Fendler’s Penny-cress) - Noccaea
fendleri subsp. glauca - was blooming along the trail on
March 28, at the higher elevations. (See left column of next
page.) The individuals shown here are young; in older
specimens the “clasping cauline leaves are evenly spaced all
the way up to the inflorescence”.
10. At the spot where I photographed the Wild Candytuft
there were at least two Western Bluebirds and two other
(smaller) flying critters. Elsewhere in this issue we discuss

the decline of Bumblebee populations. Bumblebees are
large insects and often lumbering in their flight, so they get
noticed. At this spot, I was able to photograph two other
flying insects, much smaller. The Syrphid Fly (Genus
Syrphini) pictured at the top is of a tribe with more than 140
species in 30 genera in North America. The systemics of the
group are in “flux”, so it is probably good that I am not able
to name this individual to species - ‘cause it might change
next week. That said, it is quite possibly Eupeodes volucris,
the Bird Hover Fly. That species is found in western North
America, from the far north well into Mexico.
11. The species shown here (middle of right column) and
on the following page is probably in the same tribe as the
previous fly, in this case possibly the subgenus Eoseristalis.
12. Near the crest of the trail there are often many Turkey
Vultures flying about and it is not uncommon for a Zonetailed Hawk, Buteo albonotatus, to also be in the area, photo
right taken on July 10.
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16. Dry Creek
Dry Creek just west of Kingston is not always Dry. On the
day of our walk (8/29/2014) the going was easy, floods had
washed out any game trails, the creek bottom was rock and
wet sand, and in places water still ran. Route finding is not
an issue because the route follows the creek bed. The usual
Black Range suspects are possible; rattlesnakes, Black
Bears, Cougars, skunks, etc..
Just west of Iron Street at the west end of Kingston, New
Mexico a creek enters from the south. This is “Dry Creek”.
The first section of the creek, about 50 yards south from the
road it is on private property, be respectful and follow
appropriate protocols. A fence crosses the creek bed about
50 yards from the road and a sign indicates that you are
entering USDA Forest Service land.
Limestone strata starts to appear in the creek bed after a
short walk. This strata contains fossils (gastropods). Toward
the end of the walk shown here the slopes were heavily
burned by the Silver Fire. Dark dead snags were outlined
by a beautiful blue sky. The slopes were covered with a
mass of green and flowers.
On the day of our walk the creek banks were covered in
wildflowers, butterflies cruised the “water course”, native
bees were about and a gentle breeze blew down the
canyon. Altogether a beautiful little stroll in the forest.

This is a wash or gully walk which starts just west of
Iron Street in Kingston. The route shown here is
only 1.38 miles (RT) with an elevation gain of just
over 300’. Although there is no trail the canyon
bottom is easy to walk in and it is possible to
continue on beyond the point shown on the map
below.

17. Middle Percha Loop
The walk up the Middle Percha, from Kingston to the
Wilderness boundary, is a well traveled route on a Forest
Service road which is generally in good condition. The
Forest Service Road is an extension of the main street in
Kingston.
Frank Hogg of Kingston told us about a variant of this walk
which is fast becoming one of my favorite strolls in the
Black Range. This walk is 3.7 miles long (loop configuration
shown below) and has a net elevation gain of 550’, mostly
in a gentle consistent grade. As described later, this track
can be divided into two segments. One route is along the
Forest Service road, the other along an often used track
which runs parallel to the road.

The loop shown above starts at a cairn beside the road, east
of a traditional campsite (black dot) just east of the Forest
Service boundary. From the cairn the track crosses the
Middle Percha and then west. The campsite/parking area is
probably considered private land (as opposed to the road,
which is public). If that becomes an issue at some time, this
loop can be modified by heading north from the road once
you enter the National Forest. This will enable a loop walk
which is only slightly shorter.
At the waypoint (orange dot) - which is just beyond the
Ladrone Trail parking area - you can turn back east on the
other segment to make a loop. Of course, you can configure
your walk in a number of ways. The two walk segments
cross each other, allowing even more variety.
The road segment is 1.7 miles long (from the starting point
to the waypoint) while the route along the track which runs

parallel to the road (from the waypoint to the starting point)
is 1.9 miles long. Of the two segments the track which
parallels the road is the nicer. In fact, it is one of the most
beautiful and easy to walk tracks in the Black Range, a real
pleasure to walk along. Be aware that there are a lot of
Ponderosa Pine needles along this segment, so it may be
slippery.
Both segments are used by other animals with some
frequency. During November 2020, for instance, we found
evidence of Black Bear, Cougar, Gray Fox, Javelina, and
Mule Deer along the track. Rock Squirrels are frequently
found in this section of the Middle Percha. The track seems
to be frequently used by non-human animals.
The two segments are shown separately on the next page.

The track is shown at the top of the page, the road is shown
at the middle of the page. Note that because of various
flooding events the current road does not quite match the
traditional road, which is still shown on many maps.
Following the Silver Fire and subsequent floods the road
consisted of a few disjointed segments.
In this trail description we include some natural history
photographs without trying to key specific species to the
maps. With a gradient this mild and a walk this short, the
natural history does not vary much along the route. It is,
however very rich in its diversity.
The track is easy to follow. It is used with enough frequency
that cairns have been placed on the route to aid the
uninitiated. This walk varies significantly with the season,
reason to come back time and time again.

During the summer, the Middle Percha is always a good
locale for butterflies, like the Thorybes pylades, Northern
Cloudywing, shown here, but the season extends well into
the shoulder seasons.
Many species of flowering plant add to the enjoyment of
this walk during the warmer months. And they, of course,
attract many insect and bird species.
During November 2020, when we mapped this section of
trail, the creek was dry - for all intents and purposes the
monsoon did not occur during the previous summer.
Normally, however, water is found in the Middle Percha. As
anyone reading this knows, water is a great attractor of
wildlife in this part of the world. Everything from the

smallest of insects, through the butterflies, to the larger
mammals can be found along the stream edges in season.

Kingston was a major mining center during the last two
decades of the 1800’s so there are mines along the creek,
usually a bit higher on the canyon slopes and often adits
rather than shafts. As elsewhere in the Black Range, these
mines are often flooded and some of them are used to
furnish garden water for Kingston.

Although mostly washed away, there is interesting local
history, from the mining days to present, to be imagined
along the creek. The marker (engraving) on the witness tree
shown above is mostly grown over but was a key point in
the claiming of land in the creek. It is located between the
start of this trail and Kingston.

Rock Squirrel, Otospermophilus variegatus grammurus
as easy as using an ice dispenser, but it worked. The
harvesting of ice, the methods of storing it . . .” A bit of
history imagined along a trail in the Black Range - imagine.
Increasingly, the memories of the Silver Fire are fading from
the area, as well. The image at the top left of the following
page was taken in July 2013. In 2020, most - but by no
means all, of the burned snags have fallen and the holes left
where the fire burnt the stumps of trees well into the
ground are being filled in.
The witness tree is near the site of the old ice house in
Kingston (photo above). No evidence remains of the
structure or operation, but take a moment and imagine what
this ice harvesting operation was like in its heyday. The May
2018 issue of Guajolotes, Zopilotes y Paisanos included an
article entitled “Put It On Ice”. To quote the article;
“Kingston had sawdust, Kingston had ice. Ice houses were
fairly common structures prior to refrigeration. Not the type
of ice house pictured” . . . above …”but the kind used to
store ice. They were usually thick walled, often sunk into
the ground, and generally located in shaded areas. Block
ice stored with sawdust in these conditions could last from
the last freeze of the year to the first freeze of the next. Not

The July 2020 issue of The Black Range Naturalist includes
Véronique De Jaegher’s photographic time series (two from
2013 and one from 2020) of a spot in the Middle Percha.
The changes created by floods and the subsequent filling in
by “normal” sedimentation are dramatic. The photograph at
the bottom of the next page is from August 2013, after one
of the high water events which swept down the valley. The
amount of soil and rock washed away in a single event can
be astonishing. And as for change, for a few months, the
Black Range had another “waterfall”.
Flowering starts early in the year along this trail. Some of
the flowers, like the Locoweed on the next page are not

always appreciated by the ranching community. To help in
the identification of species like this see New Mexico State
University, Circular 557, “A Guide to the Common
Locoweeds and Milkvetches of New Mexico” by Fox, Allred,
and Roalson. It includes a key and species descriptions for

flowers in the genus Astragalus and Oxytropis which are
found in the state. It includes species descriptions, line
drawings, and photographs.

A section of the “Middle Percha Track”

Bear scat along the “Middle Percha Track”

18. Ladrone Trail (Trail 157)
This is not really about the Ladrone Trail. It is about
what was and what may be.
Historically, the Ladrone Trail started in the Middle
Percha drainage and climbed the east slope of the
Black Range, passing Hillsboro Lake after a gain of
2,000’ in elevation and reaching the Black Range
Crest Trail at the saddle south of Hillsboro Peak
(after a total elevation gain of about 2,300’). As
such, it was one of the more strenuous walks in the
Black Range.
The Silver Fire and the subsequent rains had washed
the trail away but we had heard rumors that work
had been done on the trail. So in late November
2020 we took a walk up the drainage - a little way
(1.2 miles, 2.4 miles RT).
We parked at the Ladrone Trailhead Parking area (at
the west end of the Middle Percha Loop trail) and
walked up the Middle Percha, following a track and
cairns. We lost the cairns where the old trail turns
north, up a stream gully. We wandered up the ridge
to the west of the old trail. This ridge was
miserable, bushwhacking, slopes of 30+%, loose
stone on bedrock. Most of our 810 foot elevation
gain was on this section of the walk.
We scanned the slope to the east and as much of the
stream bottom as possible trying to find a sign of
the old trail. Nada. The rumors persist that the
Forest Service will reestablish this trail. Given that
most trails in the Black Range are not strenuous, we really
do need this one.

Ladrone Trail (Trail 157)
Reconstruction
As we finished this volume we received information that the
USFS is engaging in a NEPA process to consider the
reconstruction of the Ladrone Trail. This is a multi-year

process so we have included initial material here in case you
wish to be involved. We will publish updates on the
www.blackrange.org website.
The two maps are now hosted on the website, see top of
home page, as .pdfs, they can be downloaded and enlarged
for better viewing.

19. Picket Spring & Goat Ranch
Picket Spring
Picket Spring is an excavated spring protected by a
corrugated steel pipe (photos to the left). At the time of the
survey water was standing in the spring. A stick was placed
in the spring to allow creatures of various sorts to extricate
themselves if they fell in - thus avoiding spring
contamination and a needless loss of life. The area around
the spring is fenced but the fence is not maintained
allowing easy access to the spring by livestock and large
native species. The water tank associated with this spring
was downstream, in the stream bed. The water tank and
hose/pipes from the spring are not maintained.
Picket Spring is depicted on USGS topographic maps,
although its exact placement on the maps may be slightly
less than accurate.
To access the “trail head” drive north out of Kingston on
Italian (Water). This is a wash and animal track walk so
expect some bushwhacking.

Picket Spring is located in Picket Spring Canyon about 2 miles northeast of Kingston.

Goat Ranch
The trail head and the first part of this walk is the same as
for Picket Spring. To reach the trailhead, we travelled north
on Italian (Water) Street out of Kingston, on the east side of
the Black Range. At the same trailhead that we used for the
Pickett Spring walk, we departed in a generally
northeasterly direction along an old trail bed. The trail is
indistinct and overgrown in sections but is generally easy to
follow until you reach the saddle which overlooks the Reed
Goat Ranch, at which point it seems to disappear. The trail is
rocky in places, presenting opportunities for twisted ankles
and hiding places for various rattlesnake species.

At the parking area, which is just beyond a cattle guard,
walk down to the stream bed. Very quickly, an indistinct
track begins to ascend the slope on the north side of the
stream bed. The walk as it is shown here is about 1.3 miles
each way. The trail is fairly flat, see gradient chart below,
but climbs gently until it disappears at the saddle
overlooking the Goat Ranch. The difference between the
minimum and maximum elevation on the walk is only 300’,
but this is a bit misleading. When you reach the saddle, the
walk down the slope to the goat ranch is on a 15% grade.
This trail is one of the historical trails of the Black Range, it is
not maintained by any entity. In the late 1890’s and early
1900’s this was the track used by people at the Reed Goat

Ranch (and elsewhere in the vicinity?) and earlier
settlements to cross over to Kingston. School kids would
take milk from the goat ranch to Kingston and board in
Kingston while going to school. (It is not known if they
made this trek more than once a week.)

Because it is assumed that the goat’s milk was transported
by burros (or other beasts of burden) it is very likely that the
trail from the saddle to the goat ranch was of a moderate
incline, perhaps a series of switchbacks down the steep
slope, switchbacks which have washed out in the fairly
loose soil of this particular slope -- or maybe the trail went
elsewhere.
As a place of historical significance, this trail should be
maintained and preserved. Sections of the “trail” are shown
to the left and above.

UPDATE OF DECEMBER 2020
The section of the goatherder’s trail which is shown to the
right (from Italian/Water Road to the overlook above the
goat ranch is getting enough use to be well marked and
easy to walk on…in fact a pleasure to walk along (photo
below).

At least part of the trail from the overlook (end of trail
depicted to the right) to the northeast is now marked with
cairns.
Walking along this trail will remind you of what it was like
to walk in this area prior to the Silver Fire. Vistas, like that
shown to the right are frequent while walking along the trail
- not a burnt snag in sight.

20. Sawpit Canyon & Goat Ranch
Spring
Sawpit Canyon

This route follows the bed of a stream which flows through
a fairly narrow canyon. The route starts out on a one lane
track at the Goat Ranch but once the route enters the
canyon there is no constructed trail. Light scrambling,
obstructive vegetation, loose rock, and the usual critters are
likely to be encountered along the route.

This route was mapped on December 9, 2015, at that time
there was a good flow of water in the stream, at higher
volumes the trail would be impassable. Ice (see photos)
was found along the stream bed at that time and during the
winter sections of the trail may be impassable because of
ice on the rock. Some pools are present and not
appreciated during the winter, but might be very nice
during the hot months.

Goat Ranch Spring

This trail starts at the Reed-Armour Goat Ranch on North
Percha Road and proceeds up a canyon immediately to the
west. The trail shown here is .9 miles long (1.8 miles
round-trip). There is minimal elevation change along the
route shown, the elevation starts at 6,356’ (at North Percha
Road) and rises to 6,670’ at the end of the route depicted
below.

This spring is near North Percha Road (a.k.a. Forest Service
Road 57 or FR-157), 1.2 miles west of the United States
National Forest boundary. If you are locating this spring by
watching The Roads of the Black Range - NM-152 to
Carbonate Canyon, the turn-out for the walk is “9:43” into
the video. A map of the location is provided on the next
page (the spring is at the arrow). A photos of the spring
may be misleading - depending on whether or not cattle
have been allowed to mangle it.
The trail to this spring starts at the home site of Margaret
Reid-Armer, the Queen of Mohair (more information about

her is available on Sherry Fletcher’s presentation (link to
video and on the Interviews and Presentations Page of the
Black Range website, www.blackrange.org). Little remains
of the homesite except some foundations and some walls of
outbuildings (photo below). I have named this spring in
honor of her.

Access to the spring is an easy walk up the wash which runs
parallel to North Percha Road. When a major fork in the
wash is encountered, follow the left course. The walk is only
1300’ and the grade is easy, since this is a wash walk the
footing is uneven and the typical dangers associated with
walks of this type should be considered.

The spring is located on the left side of the wash, not far
above the fork mentioned above. Although the spring
water is clear there is a young tree growing in the spring,
making the spring’s future uncertain. Some fencing was at
the site, but it is down and provides no protection for the
spring. Water tanks are down slope from the spring, they
are rusted out and not used.
(Later visits to the site found all fencing around the spring
gone and the spring smashed to bits by cattle. Its future is
uncertain.)

Overflow from the pond runs into the adjacent wash, there
is a small amount of surface water in the wash because of
this (photo right).

21. Carbonate Creek
To reach the trailhead for this walk, turn off of NM-152 at
MP 41.5, onto North Percha Road (a.k.a. FR-157) and follow
that road until you reach the trailhead. The walk starts at
the turn out or a short distance up the road which follows
the stream on its south side (road may/may not be
passable). On July 27, 2015 we were able to drive a short
distance up the road to an unimproved campsite. From
there to the cabin the walk was 1.69 miles (3.4 round-trip).
Wash below Goat Spring above, Carbonate Creek below.

The elevation gain is moderate, from about 6,570’ to about
6,990’, and steady (see elevation graph above). As
indicated on the map at the top of the next page, the walk
follows the course of the stream. Much of the trail has been
washed away in floods. Most of the remaining portions of
the trail are on the south side of the stream. Route finding is
easy, simply follow the stream uphill, trail finding can be
difficult because it is seriously overgrown and washed out.
A portion of the trail/stream bed is shown to the right.
The cabin, which is the destination for this walk, was
apparently used by some of the ranch hands when the ReidArmer goat ranch was operating. After that, it was
apparently used by squatters until the US Forest Service
evicted them. The basic structure is still sound although
dirty and rodent infested.
It is possible to continue up the canyon and bushwhack up
the slopes until you reach the Black Range Crest Trail. This is
rough back country walking, however, and quite strenuous.

In July, there were many beautiful stands of various
wildflowers and numerous butterflies along the walk

are random pieces of metal associated with this adit in the
stream-bed below.

The typical difficulties/dangers of a walk in the Black Range
are present/possible. Uneven and unstable surfaces,
unexpected holes and drop-offs, venomous arthropods and
snakes, bears, puma, rabid bobcats, crazed hunters,
cowboys, suspicious survivalists etc.. Exercise appropriate
care and don’t fret the possibilities.

22. Mineral Creek
This trail description starts at Forest Service Road 157
(North Percha Road) and continues for 1.78 miles to the
west up Mineral Creek. FR 157 runs north from NM-152 on
the east side of the Black Range. At an elevation of 6,347
feet, the trail starts at 13S UTM 24607.29 m E, 3651445.36
m N and continues west, up the creek. On September 18,
2017 we followed the trail to the overlook of a “large”
waterfall, 1.78 miles up the trail. At this point (13S UTM
243932.35 m E, 3651394.47 m N) the elevation is 6,993
feet (having just dropped from 7,002’).
Two sets of photographs are included on the Black Range
website as a supplement to this description: Set 1 and Set 2.
In the map on the following page, our route on the 18th
followed the canyon bottom from right (at FR-157) to left.
The elevation profile for the walk starts with Forest Service
Road 157 on the left. The route is along an old mining road
which gradually peters out. At about 1.25 miles the grade
begins to increase and the trail becomes more overgrown
with grass, prickly pear, and mountain mahogany. In the
segment shown on the following page the trail has a gross
elevation gain of 897 feet and a net gain of 646 feet.
Near the end of the trail described here the road reaches an
adit on the south side of the north ridge of the stream
canyon (star). After this the road diminishes quickly. There

Mineral Creek Spring is a short distance from the beginning
of the walk. It percolates from the ground at the base of a
hill about fifteen feet above Mineral Creek.
At about 13S UTM 245711.14m E, 3651617.65 m N there is
a small waterfall, photo next page. This is not the waterfall
which is well-known in the area - that fall is in the streambed at the end of the walk described here.
On the 18th the trail was very “birdy” (Bridled Titmouse,
Acorn Woodpeckers, Northern [Red-shafted] Flickers,
Downy Woodpeckers, White-breasted Nuthatches, Turkey
Vulture, Plumbeous Vireo, Painted Redstart, Swainson’s
Thrush, Wilson’s Warbler, unidentified Quail, …etc.
The usual suspects are possible along the trail, watch for
Rock Rattlesnakes especially. The trail is often rocky and
uneven, several stream crossings are involved, higher on the
trail the footing is obscured by grass, Mountain Mahogany
and prickly pear make the trail difficult to negotiate near its
end. The area is rather remote, there is no cell service, so
due diligence should be practiced.

Along the north ridge of the stream valley there is a natural
arch. Although I have not inspected it closely it appears to
be a lava formation, perhaps part of a lava tube which
existed long long ago.
The waterfall at the end of our walk in September is shown
on the following two pages.

On December 29, 2017, I returned to the area to
photograph the waterfall from its base. The trail to the base
of the waterfall starts at roughly the point where the old
road crosses the stream for the last time. Just beyond that
point the road starts to climb more steeply and a “trail” to
the left (south) follows the stream bed westward. In places
the path involves a lot of boulder hopping and if wet this
area would be treacherous.

Mineral Creek Spring

At the base of the waterfall there is a pool, and in (this very
mild) winter there was still a bit of ice lodged near the top
of the fall. The waterfall is doubtlessly more dramatic at
higher water levels. Conversely, higher water levels would
create a more difficult and potentially dangerous path to the
waterfall base.

There was no fencing around the spring but it was in good
shape, unmarred by cattle. Other than the fact that this is a
spring in the Black Range there is not much which is very
dramatic about it — and that is a very good thing.

This spring is west of Forest Road 157, less than a mile up
the Mineral Creek Trail. It flows from the base of a hill on
the south side of Mineral Creek, flows down the trail and
into the creek. On September 18, 2017 it had a steady flow
as shown in Mineral Creek Spring, part of The Water of the
Black Range video portfolio.

Mineral Creek Fall

23. North Percha Creek (FT 757)
Contributed by Devon Fletcher
The trail up North Percha is not on the Aldo Leopold
Wilderness map, nor the Gila National Forest map. It is on
the USGS topographic map and the Forest Service
topographic maps of the area, but for the most part it is still
a forgotten trail in a remote area of the forest known and
used mainly by hunters and locals. Still it’s a great day-hike
if you happen to be visiting Hillsboro or Kingston, or if
you’re already familiar with the more “popular” Black
Range trails and want to try something different. Access to
the trailhead is off of NM 152 about 6 miles west of
Hillsboro. Be on the lookout for a small brown Forest Trail
sign. (Note: this road is signed now and is called the North
Percha Road and there is a much larger brown sign listing
various destinations along the road). This is where you will
turn off. If approaching from Kingston it is perhaps 2 -3
miles east of the town. There may be an even more smaller
sign with 157 on it, also indicating your turnoff to the north.
You will drive approximately 8-9 miles on this mostly good
gravel road. You will go through a posted private inholding.
Do not cross North Percha Creek but drive straight on past
the private property.
This hike is a Black Range classic, but be forewarned, there
is very little room to park or maneuver past the private
property. If you don’t have high clearance and four wheel
drive, park as soon as you can once you are beyond the

private property. Even if your vehicle is properly equipped,
you will probably only be able to manage the first crossing
beyond which there is a good camping and a parking area.
It is inadvisable to venture any farther in any sort of vehicle.
The last time we hiked North Percha, it was spring of 2017
and our fourth visit. The creek was flowing nicely still and
the streamside was delightfully overgrown with bright
green bunches of willows and alder saplings, which made it
at times easier to just step from rock to rock in the stream
rather than look for a trail that wasn't there. The Silver Fire
did not touch the first couple of miles and it was nice to see
all the firs and pines doing well on the steep hillsides.
Along the stream there were fully leafed out chokecherry,
box elder, willows, alders, and walnut. At the big horseshoe
bend, where you realize you're in a canyon about 1,000 feet
deep, there is small waterfall and every pool above it, as
elsewhere in the stream, was alive with insects both on, and
below, the surface of the crystal clear water.
Past the remnants of the Virginia Mine, the old road
becomes easier to follow on the benches in the much
widened stream valley. A little further along there is a fork
in the road where we usually stay left, although the other
branch can be explored for short ways. There is nothing left
of the large wooden building that I photographed almost
20 years ago, except for the sheets of tin that were once its
roof and parts of an old woodstove. It had collapsed on a
subsequent trip, and now there's not even a trace of the old
dried lumber which was surely instantly turned to ash and

blown on the breeze as stringers from the Silver Fire made
their way down the mountain. Another nearby building,
that's built into the hillside and still had its glass window
and tin roof back then, is just the cobblestone walls now.
Continuing to follow the road which eventually turns into a
single track trail, it’s a good idea to watch for the few
remaining tree blazes and remember the trail is never too
far from the creek. At close to 3 miles a large tributary
comes in on your right, stay to the left following the path
across the main creek again. In a little over 3 miles you will
enter a stunning gorge with volcanic cliffs towering
hundreds of feet over your head.
Effects of the fire are most obvious approaching the gorge.
Where once a lush forest concealed all but the tops of the
500 foot high cliffs of bare igneous rock from view, now the
entire buttress of stone that is the north wall is visible from
quite a ways back. There are surviving trees however, so
the view isn't entirely bleak.
The gorge is one of the most spectacular places that I know
of in the Black Range, and making it even better, as if in

confirmation of how special this place is, are ancient
pictographs beneath the overhanging walls at the base of
the cliffs.
That day as we walked further up the narrow canyon, I spied
a tom turkey walking up the steep hillside on my left. My
male Scottie, even as I tried to discourage him, went in
pursuit. Well, we were all more than a bit surprised when
this huge bird took to the air and flew over our heads back
down the canyon. Just a little reminder of how wild this
place is. Shortly after, we crossed into the Aldo Leopold
Wilderness. The stream runs over bedrock through most of
the section of the gorge and there are a few more small
cascades before what’s left of the trail turns to follow an
alternate branch that comes in from the northwest, to begin
climbing up the mountain. On early trips this was a dark
heavily forested area, where a few aspens began showing
up. There were blazes on the trees and little tread on the
ground and we turned around at a very old corral. Now, this
area, all the way to the ridgeline, appears to be heavily
impacted by the Silver Fire.
Walking back, with our necks craning at the immense rock
towers on either side of the canyon, we took many
photographs, but I knew that none would really do this
place justice. You would need much better photography
equipment, but really it's better to just be there.

Stay left at the
confluence of
these two
streams

Aldo Leopold
Wilderness

North
Percha Road
and Private
Inholdings

24. Bald Hill Spring

B

Bald Hill Spring is located at 33.004758, -107.726254.
Access is shown in the image to the right. After crossing
North Percha Creek on Forest Road 157 (sometimes shown
as Forest Road 57 or North Percha Road) continue to a road
junction at “A”. From “A” follow the road/stream to the
northwest and then travel uphill to a well maintained tank.
The spring is in the gully to the right as you face the tank
from the downhill side. The pipe which is used to fill the
tank is visible in several places and the spring is easy to
find.
The ford at North Percha may be impassable following high
water events and Forest Road 157 will be in varying
degrees of “maintained” depending on water events, recent
rains, snow, or when the Forest Service last ran a grader
through the area. During trips in July and September of
2017 I chose not to cross one of the wash crossings on the
road north of North Percha, making for about a 2.5 mile
roundtrip walk to the spring. Generally, an ATV or shortbase jeep-type vehicle with high clearance should not have
any trouble with the road.
It is possible to drive up the road from “A” for quite a way if
you would like, eventually the road is blocked by fallen
trees at about its terminus. The road terminus is roughly
were the route to the spring turns uphill.

C

This is one of the better maintained springs in the range.
The tank is sound and about 100’ from the spring. The
spring is in a wash with significant rock in the area, that and
a bit of fencing is sufficient to keep cattle out of the spring.
The spring is roughly 1/2 the way up the hill.
The walk to the spring, including the last uphill section
which is either bush-whacking or following a cattle/game
trail is not terribly strenuous. This is good country for
rattlesnakes, so watch your step and keep your ears tuned. I

have not seen any type of snake on my ventures into this
area. “B” on the map above indicates the location where
Ipomea gilana was first found, this is a new endemic plant
species - endemic to the Black Range.

In the image above, the tank at Bald Hills is just below the large juniper which is at the
left center of the image. The spring is in the gully to the right of the tank as you look
uphill. At the time of my visits it was a seep with a small pool. The condition of the tank
is very good, on our visit to the area on September 10, 2017 there were many tadpoles
in the tank.

A short distance west of FR-157 the remains of the Barnes
homestead can be found (D). See Spell of the Black Range
on the Black Range Website.

A

Just west and north (on the hillside of Bald Hill - marked C
on the map at the beginning of the article and shown below
and on the following page) is the Ingersoll Mine referenced
in Spell of the Black Range. The Ingersoll had an adit run of
about 1500 feet. The ore was mostly silver, polybasite, and

C

D

chalcopyrite in a vein 3” to 8” in width. The rock strata is
rhyolite from the Pliocene (5.3 to 2.6 Ma). At one point
Barnes was the owner of the Ingersoll and then sold half
ownership to others. What all of this meant to a family
living in the Black Range in the late 1800’s is poignantly
described in the book.

From a historical perspective, the Bald Hill site is one of the
most moving in the Black Range. It combines natural history,
a heart-felt story, and an old mining site - in a half-day of
exploring.

25. Dumm Canyon
Contributed by Devon Fletcher
About 6.75 miles west of Hillsboro there is a small brown
sign along NM 152 that laconically states “Forest Trail.” This
is the turn-off for the North Percha Road, which is also
known as Forest Road 157. It’s around 8 miles to where we
parked. Be forewarned, there is a stream crossing of North
Percha Creek, which can be deep occasionally, at mile 7.
The last mile beyond the creek is un-maintained and is best
negotiated with a high clearance, four-wheel drive vehicle.
The hike we did was about 4 miles roundtrip with about
500 feet of elevation change.
The walk could be extended another half mile or so by
walking further downstream to the forest service boundary.

crossed the stream and then followed an un-named, unnumbered road that passed by some very old cabin ruins as
well as some cleared areas that are used for camping.
Then we went down into the stream bed following a very
vague wildlife trail. Water soon appeared and it made a
sweet little scene, but don't expect it to be a live stream
(except maybe in the narrowest section) except in the early
spring, or years with exceptionally good monsoon rains.
Very quickly, we had to choose whether to go high up on
the bank on the south side (to bypass the box), where a path
seemed to lead or just get down onto the stream bed itself.
We opted for the water of course. For the next mile or so,
we were confined by limestone walls anywhere from 20-60
feet high. This is not what I had expected. The very straight
sides of these cliffs were not visible when scouting this hike
on Google Earth, which led me to believe we would have
leisurely walk on dry banks with piñons, junipers and
ponderosas.

FR-157 North Percha
Road

North Percha Creek
Instead, we were scrambling around boulders, pushing
through thick vegetation, and making many wet crossings.
It was all good though. The amenities of the canyon with its
babbling stream, tiny waterfalls, flowering willows and
sinuous channels carved through the bedrock, more than
made up for our struggles.
April 12th, 2020
Another beautiful spring Sunday. Another hike out in the
Gila. I had this one in the back of my mind for a few years,
thinking it would be milder alternative to do with my wife
and my dogs (as opposed to what I call my "adventure"
hikes, which I usually do alone).
Well, not so much, this stretch of Dumm Canyon from FR
157 downstream to the forest boundary is a fairly rough
little hike. At first we walked east on FR157 for just a short
ways. Where FR 157 bends away from the creek bed, we

After picnicking by the transparent, if only slightly milky
(from the carbonate rocks so common in the area) brook, we
continued downstream and found a lovely little cascade,
followed shortly by the flow entering a channel of gray
limestone bedrock very similar to places I've visited over on
nearby North Percha (Dumm actually flows into N. Percha)
and Mineral Creeks.
Clouds moved over us for a time, which kept us from getting
too warm, but the wind that was blowing gale all over the
region, was non-existent down in our little box canyon.

Giant alligator junipers began showing up as the valley
widened. So did the first spot that could have been used for
camping, where we saw a long, long abandoned fire ring.
When it looked like the canyon would narrow again before
reaching our tentative goal of the forest service boundary,
we called it a half a day, rested a bit and began our return.
We decided against trying to find a cattle path up above, as
none of the ones we had seen coming down to the canyon
seemed particularly well trod, and who knows what
direction they would ultimately lead. Bushwhacking with a
pleasant stream where our dogs could drink and wade to
stay cool, and we could listen to the little falls, beats
bushwhacking on the slopes of the dry hills any day.

before the ½ mile descent to Cave Creek. To be clear, the
preceding two and a quarter miles from North Percha are no
prize either. It’s all a matter of how much appetite you have
for this kind of driving. The trail was signed the last time I
was there in 2016, but just in case, know that it is only
about two tenths of mile from where the road turns sharply
to the east as it reaches Cave Creek. There is a large cairn
that marks where Trail 307 turns to the north.
Initially, the trail crosses the bouldery, dry creek and then
begins to wind its way up the south side of the ridge that
encircles the scenic Apache Peak. The trail makes its way
up, sticking close to the Cave Canyon side drainage. After it

Close to creek we found the ruins (really just one corner of
timbers and a pile of stones that was the fireplace) of
another cabin with abundant metal trash all around. This
one would be real easy to walk by without even seeing
unless you happened to kick one of the rusty cans.
NOTES: 1. One of the nice things I noticed while hiking this
canyon bottom is that it's too narrow and rough for cattle to
pass through it. 2. The mile of FR 157 after crossing North
Percha to get to our starting point, had seen some
improvements after the Silver Fire, but now without
maintenance it's just as bad as ever (although mercifully
wider). 3. The canyon is named for a 19th century
prospector and ranch hand Albert Dumm who had a cabin
on the creek (perhaps one of the ones we saw). 4. From
the parking area a road follows the upper portion of Dumm
Canyon to the west for a half mile or so. This could be a
pleasant cool weather walk as well, but don’t expect any
water in stream except very early in the spring. (Ed.: See
Bald Hill Spring Walk - spring indicated by arrow on map on
previous page.)

26. Cave Creek to East Curtis
Canyon or Las Animas Creek (FT
307 & 117)
Contributed by Devon Fletcher
I’ve hiked the southern portion of FT 307 three times. First,
a few words about the trailhead and getting to the
trailhead. You may see on some maps the trail starting
down on Cave Creek from the furthest extension FR 157.
This is more or less correct. Some maps show the road
continuing north from there and the trail starting at some
point before reaching the ridge and the intersection with FT
117. This is no longer correct. The road, may have existed
in some form to that point at one time, traces of double
track can be seen in places, but it is not at all practical to
even attempt to cross Cave Creek in any sort of vehicle now.
All that being said, it is highly unlikely you will want to drive
all the way to the trailhead anyway. Unless you have high
clearance, four wheel drive and experience with roads in
extremely poor condition you should stop somewhere

crosses the dry creek, the climbing begins in earnest and
the “cave”, a large alcove on the west side looms into view.
This is open semi-desert country and it can be very hot,
beginning in March and sometimes lasting until October.
Switchbacks etched into the crumbling bedrock bring you
up to a saddle where you will see a sign, which I more firmly
affixed to a juniper the last time I was there.
Trail 117 takes off to the west from here. It’s easy to follow
for a mile and a half as it traces the spine of the ridge until
reaching the burn in Magner Park where it disappears
completely. There are a few cairns about, but they are easy
to miss. There are no blazes distinguishable on the burnt
trunks of trees. Furthermore, setting waypoints by the old
trail line makes little sense because on our trip to East Curtis

This map is courteously provided by Doug Scott. It was lifted from his excellent website on New Mexico Waterfalls,
specifically the West Curtis Falls page. See also his entry for East Curtis Falls. As he notes in his write-up, the yellow lines on
the map are routes - not trails - this is rugged cross-country walking. The section of the route from East Curtis Falls to West
Curtis Falls has not been travelled by Devon Fletcher and we are not able to advise on its use.
Spring in 2016, we were unnecessarily diverted around a
knob on a hill to the south, and brought through some
heavy oak and mountain mahogany brush. Had we
continued to follow where the trail used to be, it would
have put us on an extremely treacherous line on a near
vertical hillside and through a gap in an enormous fin of
rock that protrudes from the southeast into East Curtis
Canyon. I don’t believe any further work has been done on
FT 117 since that trip, but if you want a view into the
spectacular East Curtis Canyon, it’s possible to bushwhack
your way from the newish pasture fence, west, through the
locust and snags for about a half mile to get a look.

Instead of turning west at the junction of 307/117 you can
head north on FT 307. Hiking this section of the trail is
initially much more pleasant than the rough climb that
preceded it. The views of Apache Peak and red cliffs on the
north side of the valley are wonderful. Walking downhill in
the shade of oaks, pine and juniper will keep your spirits up,
but, if you intend to go all the way down to Las Animas
Creek, don’t lose sight of the fact that it is 1400 foot
descent to the bottom, which means a 1400 foot climb back
out. Unfortunately, the first time we hiked here, there was a
series of treacherous washouts in this section as well as a
few on the south side of the ridge.

They had only gotten worse when I visited in 2016. Since
then, and perhaps due to my prompting, work has been
done although I have yet to go back out to see the
improvements. At the bottom, cottonwoods, willows and
alders line the banks of a wide section of the creek. In the
early spring it will be flowing here with a few inches of clear
water. The rest of the year it may not be so dependable,
although as the valley narrows upstream, the likelihood of
flowing water increases.

I have never hiked the northern portion of FT 307. Although
I wanted to for years. I even talked to a neighbor about
doing a through hike (with the southern portion) as shuttle

or key exchange hike, but because of the rough roads and
distances, the driving times between the entry points, one
of which isn’t even the actual trailhead, make the whole
enterprise an impractical affair requiring at least two days to
accomplish. Neither the southern entry point near Dumm
Place (on Las Animas) which I’ve walked by four times, nor
the northern one at Davis Well (on North Seco), where I did
a bit of searching only recently, have standing (or perhaps
any) signs. Portions of it are readily visible on Google Earth
however, and I suspect it is part of an old wagon road route
that ran from Hermosa to Kingston. It appears to be a
tough five and a half miles, going up and down dry,
sparsely wooded ridges and in and out of three canyons
that most likely only carry seasonal water. The truly rough
drive to the parking area above North Seco Creek, still over
a mile shy of the trailhead, and the treacherous drive to
Cave Creek (discussed earlier) only further emphasize that
this can never
be considered
a day hike and
may only be
accomplished
as a backpack
(in cool
weather) for
the young, fit
and hardy, or
with the help
of pack
animals.

Available on Amazon. See Doug Scott’s
books at New Mexico Waterfalls.

27. Noonday Canyon
Contributed by Devon Fletcher
There's access to this hike off of NM 152 a little less than 1.5
miles west of the now closed Lower Gallinas Campground.
A rough road on the north side will take you down to the
parking for the Rabb Park Trail (FT 747). If you don’t have
high clearance (and maybe 4 wheel drive) you might want
to park across the road at either the FT 795 trailhead or a
pull-out a short ways to the west. I've hiked upstream from
this point along Noonday Canyon three times before. Once
we hiked on the old road to the older cabin after deeming it
too hot to conquer the Rabb Park Trail. A second time, on a
cloudy and cool day, we did make the climb over into Rabb
Park. In fall 2017, we hiked in the stream bed past the cabin
for a couple of miles or so.
October 2018 found me out there again, this time with a
plan to hike downstream into Noonday's box section. It had
been raining all week, but Saturday was supposed to
mercifully precipitation free. I had my doubts though. It
was cloudy, windy and much cooler than I expected as I
started out.

The first part of this hike was walking west down the old
road which is sometimes directly in a tributary stream. Just
before crossing Noonday Creek I turned down another road
to my left and headed southwest.
The walking now was in a fairly wide little valley that’s
been beaten down a bit with grazing, wet years and
drought, for a long time. A few colorful oaks were mixed in
with the pines and junipers along the banks.
The stream was wet, but silent with an imperceptible flow in
the shallow pools. It narrowed to wet crossings in a few
rocky spots. At times I would just walk right along the
stream, but at others I followed the cow path along shadier
banks.
The road along the stream had disappeared shortly after the
turn, but further down, another road came in from the south
where there was a meadow that has been used for camping
(although by the looks of the fire rings, not too recently). At
the confluence with Rabb Canyon, the valley widens
considerably. Rabb Canyon had tall grass and a very small
flow as well. I was headed downstream into Noonday's
little box which starts immediately after the two streams
join.

Start

A Walk Along The
Stream Bed

End

The scrambling is not too hard and it's a fun 1/4 mile or so
through the narrowest parts where the water runs over
bedrock and into deep willow lined pools. There was one
large alcove that I investigated but found no artifacts and
where the canyon opened up again there was a little cave
that could hold two or three people with juniper timbers
across the entrance and a stone box in front of it.
I don't how old it is, but from the state of desiccation on the
timbers, I would have to say it wasn't done anytime
recently. I continued on through a bend below a pine
covered hillside where a large side canyon comes in from
the east. Downstream the fall display of ash, cottonwood,

walnut and willow was right at its peak. I found a shady
resting place and ate my lunch, but my heart was already
content from being in this beautiful canyon.
Just a short ways beyond this point, and three miles from
the start is the un-marked, un-fenced Forest Boundary.
There is an alternate route to the Noonday Box (which is a
shorter hike) that is discussed in the Rabb Canyon Box hike.
I’ve since repeated this hike in the Spring of 2020. The
stream had a larger flow with active springs feeding the
delightful little cascades and waterfalls.

28. Rabb Canyon Box
Contributed by Devon Fletcher
The hike begins about 3.4 miles west of the (now closed)
Lower Gallinas Campground. There are large pullouts on
both sides of the road for parking. The old, narrow and
steep road which starts at the pullout on the north side runs
alongside NM 152 briefly, then heads northeast before
turning back to the northwest, descending rapidly most of
the way. It is pleasant walking in the piñons, junipers and
ponderosa pines. There
was even a trickle of
springtime water here and
there running over the
bedrock. In about a mile
we were in the canyon
bottom right at the Rabb
and Noonday confluence.
Looking up Rabb Creek,
there's more to this mostly
treeless section that lasts
for over a mile than one
might think given the
elevation (6,400 feet) and
the location in the very dry
Black Range. I noticed that
surface flow was limited to
a shallow channel a few
feet wide, but the ground
was soggy over a wider
area and was green with
moss and other clipped
greenery. There was an
occasional bit of bunch
grass that had grown up
high, and if the summer
rains go well the "stream"
itself is invisible amidst
four foot high grasses
come the Fall, as I had seen
it in October. I speculated
that the lack of trees along
the stream might have as much to do with the saturated
ground as with persistent heavy grazing.
Further on we found a small wet meadow area, degraded
for sure, but still green and surviving. Soon after that we
came upon many seeping springs (Valentine Spring) coming
out of the low cliffs on the west side of the stream and a
trickling waterfall from a side canyon (most likely spring fed
as well) that filled a deep pool. We had already seen
several deep pools (2 - 4 feet deep) fed by subsurface flow
in the slow moving creek, and as we moved into the box
canyon carved into the bedrock, the pools got deeper still.
There were little falls that we had to scramble around as we
listened to their music in the previously nearly silent stream.

Eventually we came to boulder strewn area that was an
obstacle to continuing with our short legged dogs, plus
there was little room to maneuver on the stream sides that
didn't involve hopping from rock to rock. Willows now
grew and the grasses were thick in this stretch that is
difficult for cattle to enter and the still pools looked to be
over my head. It was warm, and had it been a little hotter
we might have been tempted to get right in one of them.
The alternate way into the Rabb Creek Box, is to start out on
the well known Rabb Park Trail (FT 747) either from the
rough parking and
camping area right off NM
152 (see Noonday Box for
directions) or by making
the really rough drive to
the dispersed camping
area .75 miles beyond
where the trail actually
begins.
I've been on this one a
couple times before, so I
knew what to expect,
another Gila National
Forest uphill both ways
special. FT 747 starts with
a rough steep climb on
loose gravel and rock,
followed by a pretty
leisurely stroll on the ridge
top and then a long
descent through a side
canyon down into Rabb
Park, which meant a long,
slow ascent, a pleasant
stroll, and a slippery
descent on the return trip.
I was in Rabb Canyon in 47
minutes. Instead of
heading upstream,
following the trail to the
park, I turned left and
began boulder hopping and scrambling around the deep
pools of tea colored water. I stepped lightly through the tall
grass that made the runs in between nearly invisible even
though the trickling sound was always there.
Early on I inadvertently disturbed a red tail hawk at close
quarters as it drank from the stream. Flying up to a juniper
on the hillside, it let me know its displeasure with a few
grouchy screeches. Down and down I went. Pale frogs
scooted about on the bottom of the still pools that had only
the thinnest layers of silt and organic material covering the
bedrock. Piles of sticks and branches on the low benches
streamside made it clear that when this narrowest section of
the stream floods the water has no place to go but up.

Canyon wren laughter, a constant on these warm spring
days, and the splashing of small falls were the musical
accompaniment for my two hours in the box. I came to a
fence that was strung high over some twist and turns in the
smooth bedrock, high enough for a nimble footed cows to
go under and leave their allotment. Luckily by the look of
things, not many try it. Rabb Canyon Box is a strange,
unique place in the Gila. Despite being nearly in the desert,
it seems to have a perennial flow. Despite that flow, there
are few riparian trees here, just an occasional narrowleaf
cottonwood or group of willows.

Before I left, I soaked my feet, wet my shirt, pants and hat. I
had planned to get in but the water was just too cold. I
could tell by the way it made my pale bare feet ache.
The map below shows both Trail 747 and the alternative
route described here. To view more photos from the area
please visit the original post on Southern New Mexico
Explorer and a post from September 2012.
A generalized contour map of this route is shown below and
the exact route is depicted on the following page.

Rabb Park

Trail 747

Rabb Creek

Start

29. Rabb Park
This walk, see map on following page, starts at NM-152
(32.88692, -107.85841). This is the same parking area
which can be used for the Lower Gallinas Trail described in
Volume 4. The trail is 3.2 miles long (6.3+ roundtrip), as
described, and has a gross elevation gain of 483 feet. The
highest point (7,137’) on the walk is at a saddle just over

one mile from the start. The elevation profile of the walk is
shown below.
There is some confusion about the first part of the trail. The
trailhead is actually .8 miles from the parking area on
NM-152. On the north side of NM-152 there is a dirt track
which heads steeply downhill. As you go downhill, follow
the road to the left and continue to follow the track until you
reach the trailhead, which is signed. With a high clearance

vehicle it would have been easy to drive to the trailhead on
the day we did this walk (November 17, 2020).
The trail winds its way through forest of juniper (including
some large alligator juniper), Pinyon Pine, Ponderosa Pine,
and oak. Agave parryi, like that shown at the bottom of the
previous page, is fairly common along the trail.
After we crossed the first ridge we entered a flat area before
we entered the park. Here we found a species of small
tarantula (Aphonopelma madera?) sharing the trail with us
(photo below). Species determinations in this genus are
difficult and (perhaps because of that) the taxonomy is fluid.
Recent efforts may have settled things, we shall see…
Just before the trail enters the park it passes a narrow
section of stream where the bedrock forces water to the
surface creating a ciénega-like section of stream, see photo
on next page. The trail is on the slope to the west of the
stream at this point. We chose to walk along the stream, a
nice experience.
After passing this section, the park opens to the north. A
large relatively flat area where the Ponderosa Pines grow
tall and the Alligator Juniper are happy all day long.
The park is criss crossed with streams (dry in this year of no
monsoon) and is full of bird life. Mostly, we saw Mountain
Chickadee, Common Bushtit, and Dark-eyed Juncos (Greyheaded group). There was also a female Williamson’s
Sapsucker about (photo in two pages). In winter, this area is
at the very northern tip of its range.
Rabb Park Trailhead, .8 miles from NM-152.

There is, apparently, a moonstone deposit in the
park. Moonstone occurs in pegmatite, formed
when the pegmatite magma rapidly cooled.
Sanidine is the mineral, Moonstone is a variety
(KAlSi3O8). The deposit was discovered in 1925
and the crystals were fairly long 8” to 4’.
However, as James D. O’Brient notes in
“Preservation of primary magmatic features …
Rabb Park, New Mexico”:
“Rabb Park moonstone specimens are well
known to mineral collectors because of their
gem-quality blue schiller, but could never be
profitably mined because of widespread
fracturing that has broken most of the pegmatite
crystals into pieces less than I cm in maximum
size.”
The paper may not encourage you to go for a dig
but it is very interesting geology, something that
is characteristic of the Black Range.
The open area of Rabb Park is quite beautiful
with tall Ponderosas and small streams (see
photo below). We were there in November, April
(if there was snow in the mountains) would be
nice as would the monsoons, if they occurred.
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Enjoy your walks in the Black Range.
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